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n
phenomenon
with two
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of earthquake
which were followed hv the
collate of the onintivc "com-- ,
200 foct lih.'li. which stood Inside tho creator.
The full of the cone was accompanied by rumblings ami
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out of ashes nnd incandescent
stones. Liquid lava poured out
from the crater In streams and
In the twenty-fou- r
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the disturbance began Invn has
covered an area of 100.000
square feet.
Tho tcmpcrntnro of this
molten mass Is 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit. . prof. Mall Adair,
director of tho observatory on
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Reaction Following the War
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(Speclnl Coriespondence to The Journal.)
Las Vegas. N. M., March 6. The

Las Vegas Country club, recently
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Betty Mythe with Tris
When Manager Tris Speaker
led his Indians onto the field for
one of their recent training sessions at Dallas, Tex.( HuKhle Jennings, right hand man to John
MeGraw with the Giant crew, and
Miae

5

Speaker, left, and Hughie Jenninjs
Betty Blythe, movie queen and
star of "The Queen of Shena,"
wre on hand to greet lilm. Miss
Blythe proved that she's a real
She wished both the
diplomat.
Indians and Giants luck In the

at

Dallas, Tei trainiug camp.
but when
coming
campaigns,
Speaker laughingly Inquired who
her favorite in the world series
would be should her good wishes
help them she replied: "I think
the series would be very close,"

Iior-duio'- s

ATHER OF LAS VEGAS WOMAN,
10W IN KIS 100TH YEAR, WAS

t.

lS3-inc-

fflEY

(SPKCIAIi CORHESPOXDEXC
Las Vegas, N. M., March 5.
Senator Cornelius Cole of Hollywood, Calif., father of Mrs, C. It.
Stewart of thlH city. Is In his hun
dredth year and has the honor of
having lived contemporaneously
with every president of the United
States, except the first. He was
born In James Monroe's administration, and was a member of congress during the, civil war Rnd was
Lina close friend of Abraham
coln.
Senator Cole recently attended
a community sing in Hollywood
and was one of thirty "old people"
over 70 years of age who sat on
the stage. He gave a talk In which
he described Mr. Lincoln and the
personal
martyred
president's

ters,

"He never showed any
fear, anger or pa?f)lon In his whole
life, so far as I know," said Senator Cole. Returning by stage to
California during that last year
of the civil war, I found there was
a strong effort being made there
to keep California neutral.
At u
state convention I was
to congress, and returned to Wash- iniUon in September.
The people $85,762.40 VALUE OF
In Pennsylvania wanted
GettysPRODUCTS OF 'A FARM
for
a
national cemetery. We '
burg
went up to Gettysburg, a party In- eluding the president and noted ' Silver City, N. M., March 5. It
people from tho senate and house. will be Interesting information fo"
"As tho day wore away, toward
noon, we assembled for a dedica- all those who are in doubt about
tion. Only a small crowd had the possibilities of farmlnir In this
of the southwest to know thai
gathered for the ceremony, On a part
rude platform the speakers were one farm here produced last year
seated. It was a solemn and sad products to the value of IS5.76-.4occasion. The band played. Then Tho farm referred to Is the pubF.dward F.verett,
considered the lic health service farm which is
finest orator of that day, delivered run In connection with Fort llay-arwhere some irrigation is caran excellent
oration.
Another
band selection, then awkward'y. ried on. The sum mentioned represents
the values of vegetables
amid an Impressive silence, Abraham Lincoln stepped to the front and of the milk whicli Is supplied'
of the platform. He began quiet- to the big hospital.
ly with 'Four score and seven Is Under the expert farmer, there
operated the finest dairy in this
years ago,' and finished with thosa
This Is a
wonderful words, 'a government part of the country.
of tho people, by the people, and dairy where tuberculin tests are
so
frequent that it is impossible to
for the people.'
He turned and
cow In tho
took his seat, to the astonishment havo a tuberculous
herd.
The last laboratory test of
of everyone.
Although he was a the milk
showed ten colonic;! per
pleasant speaker and always comthis means Is ordinary
manded perfect attention,
the cc. What
is
shown by the fact that
small audience was dismayed at Kngllsh
his brevity on that occasion. No the city of New York will approve
one there appreciated the beauty the sale of milk showing 1.0,000
colonies per cc. as not dangerous.
j
i

0.

d,

BY NOUMAX K. BROWX.

ed miserably.
The main reason
seemed to be lack of earnestness In
his work,
Now Malls has become a benedict has settled down. He Is confident that the chance will mean a
big year for him. He was married
a few days ago on the Pacific
coast.
Malls was born at San Quentln,
Calif., in 1896. He broke Into the
pro game with Seattle In 1915 and
won thirty and lost fifteen games
while taking part In sixty-tw- o
contests. This record earned him the
sobriquet of "Iron man."
The Brooklyn Dodgers gave him
a trial In 1916, the years they
copped the flag, but the presence
of Marquard, Rucker and Smith,
all winning southpaws, on the club,
made Malls excess baggage, so he
was shunted back to Seattle after
a brief trial with Pittsburg.
Mails entered the service durlncr
the war and on his return to civilian life rejoined Seattle, only to be
traded to Sacramento.
The Indians were looking for a
southpaw In 1 920. Frank Chance
tipped off Manager Speaker that
Mails was the best bet on the Pacific coast. Spoke grabbed him for
J15.000 and two pitchers, Faeth
and Nlehau.
Joining Cleveland, ho won six
straight games, hurling two shutout victories.
Smallpox Increased pn the Pacific coast in the five years ending
1920.

Perfect

Babies

I

Splendid bodies,
high spirits
quick wits,
rosy cheeks,
are the result
of right food.
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Girl Makes

a Perilous Trip in Idaho
to Summon Medical Aid
for Sick Mother.
(By The AmotlnteA PrnM.)

Boise, Idaho., March 6. Nellie
Hacksma, 7
girl, daughter of a ranchman living some
miles from Grand View, a small
town 50 miles from Boise, was
roused at 4 oclock Wednesday
morning by her mother, who told
her she must hne the services if
a physician shortly.
How success
and a surprise crowned Nellie's
across
Snake river
the
perilous trip
was told in a story that reached
Boise today.
The littlo girl saddled a horse
and started on a cold trip. Reaching Snake river she found the ferryman's house was on the opposite
side of tho river an I her calls to
him were unheard. Nothing daunted, the girl emba:l;ed on a skiff
that she found tied to tho shore,
for the danger us crossing.
in the dark and
Confused
numbed by the bitter cold, tho girl
to
failed
pull directly across the
river and was carried down tho
swift current several miles before
she finally managed to mane the
farther side. Walking back along
the river bank she reached a sco.-and after gaining entrance sough'
to telephone the physician, but
found the telephone line down. A
was
neighbor of the ferryman
roused and got out his car. taking
the child to Grand View, where she
told her story to a physician and
he at onco returned to the child's
home with her as guide.
Reaching the ranch about midday, the child found that the stork
had arrived in her absence and
left twins, a boy and a girl. Despite lack of attention the mother
Is reported to be Colng well and
the twins are lusty and vigorous.
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Raton, March 5. Judge Reed
Holloman of Santa Fe, addressed
the Baton Rotary club at its regular noon meeting on Thursday. He
took as his general subject "Tho
Bench and the Bar."
In opening; his address he gave
some general impressions of the
legal profession. He stated that
after twenty-fiv- e
years at tho bar
and nearly five years on the
bench, he had acquired an Increased respect for both. During
his short time as Judge he had
never encountered a lawyer who
attempted wilfully to deceive him
upon any point In any case nor had
he ever been obliged to fine an attorney for contempt of court. He
referred to Judges as being human
beings, with tho same virtues and
imperfections and with the same
weaknesses and Htrength as other
men and he pointed to the common tendency of people to revere
the judge as one set apart and
enveloped In a sacred robe of office. He stated that the reverence
belongs to the court of Justice over
which he presides, and not to the
figure occupying tho bench;
The Judge declared that a Judge
should interest himself in the affairs of state, in everything which
bears upon public Interest, as freely and as vigorously as any other
man. He admitted that frequently
ho had been criticised for taklns;
this position but that nevertheless
this was his firm belief and conviction. Not that a Judgo should
permit these things to engage his
attention on the bench, but off the
bench he should feel no more restriction than
man engaged In
any other avocation or profession.
In closing, Judge Holloman referred to tho prevalent complaint
He stated that
regarding taxes.
taxes were high and that there was
no argument there, but he also
stated that they were high everywhere and that many states were
higher than New Mexico. He
brought up the question whether
New Mexico should stop progressing because of high taxes or should
tho peoplo seek some other way
out of it. He said that taxation
was net so vital an Issue ns the frequent misuse In handling funds
raised by taxation, after the money had been paid Into the treasury. Reciting two specific Instances of misappropriation and
waste of public funds which hud
come under his notice as a Judge,
be declared that each
locality
must look after Its own affairs In
this connection; that as citizens
we must cure these evils at home,
making It an individual duty to
see that moneys raised by taxation
are employed as public service
without waste and without graft.

MORNING JOURNAL)
and extremo elegance of that little
(By The Associated Trem.)
oration, now so well known.
Washington, March 5. A fore"I was with Mr. Lincoln most
of the time In those days. 1 was cast of great Industrial Improveafraid of an assault on him, and ment for the mnn'h of March vas
warned him. It occurred to mo made today by the United States
fti'i loyment s ervice, In connection
L.lttl IIII1C
ill 11.. II;. 1.1
to me: 'I resolved when I onme! with its monthly report of emth.-here not to be dying all
while, ployment conditions In the United
A few months later he died in just Stales.
that way. I learned while 1 was
"Reports from 231 of the princibut
on my way to catch a steamer for pal Industrial centers, with
few
exceptions, show a genera!
California that he had been assassinated. "
Improvement in employment condiThe Hollywood Citizen, which tions," Director Jones of the servdescribes the meeting, goes on to ice announced, "and breathe an
state that Mrs. K. B. Wakeman, enthusiastic spirit of hope and conWeather
aged 85 years, paid a tributo to the fidence in I'm future.
n
late Mrs. Cornelius Cole, and said permitting. March will begin
that most of tho good things that era of great activity."
showed
conditions
have come to Hollywood
Employment
have
been due to the efforts of Mr. practically no alterations during
to
Cole.
Lines to "America's Great- February, however, according
est Centenarian,
Senator Cole," tho bureau's studies, only
men
more
cent
one
bclns
per
were read by R. D. Richards, who of
reported on payrolls at the month's
composed them.
It costs $10 a month to have a
Mrs. Stewart is the wife of C. H. end than at Its beginning.
New York reported an Increase telephone in a Japanese dwelling.
Stewart, police magistrate and Jus1.9
in employment of
per cert
tice of the peace In East Las
while Chicago had a decrease ol
or one per cent.
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LIID, THAIXEIJ.
That's his latest role.
At least Walter Malls, southpaw
liurler, and the Cleveland Indian
fans hope he'a pinch hitting as
Buch.
Mails Is the husky southpaw who
joined the Indians In the heat of
the 1920 campaign and by his
wonderful
pitchins In crucial
series at the season's close played
nh important part In landing the
flag; for Cleveland. Aa a result of
his work that fall he was counted
on to carry his share of the pitching burden last year. But he fail-

li

MARCH INDUSTRY
Cornelius Cole of Hollywood, Calif., Was
Born During Monroe's Administration; Was
Better Employment Condia Member of Congress During the Civil tions Shown in 231 of the
War; Tells of Martyred President's Traits. Principal Industrial Cen-
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March B.
Tommv Milton von the :r0 mil"
national championship automobile
speedway
lace ot the 1I,ns Anguteshere
today
at Beverly ills, near
in 2 hours. 15 minutes and 29 seconds.
Jimmy Murphy was second and
Harry Hartz third. the distance
Milton's time, for
wan said to have been within es-IS
seconds of the world's record
tablished by Jimmy Murphy at San
Carlos, nenr San Francisco, December 11, 1921.
Milton's average time today was
111). 8 miles an hour, considerably
slower than that mado hy Tictro
Bordino in one lap when he
whirled around the mrf and a
H8
seconds, an
quarter track inmiles
an hour.
average of 117
said to
was
in
this
timo
lap
have been the fastest ever made
track by
on a mile and a
h
a car of
piston tllsplaoo-TnenKalph lie Palma was making an
average of 112 miles an hour whena
he was forced out of the r:ice by
broken pifton.
Jimniv Murphy finished second
in two hours and 17 minutes and
4 85
seconds; Harry Hartz third,
two hours 17 minutes and 5:1.9,.
seconds: Frank Elliott fourth, two
hours T2 minutes and 21. 5 sec
two
fifth,
onds; Eddie
sec4 4.20
hours 23 minutes and sixth,
two
onds and Joe Thomas
hours 2S minutes and 12.70 seconds.
Eddie Miller, the onlv other
racer to last to the finish, was
flawed In his 190th lap. race for
This was the opening
chamthe 1922 national speedway
pionship and Milton, who won it,
rpecdwav
was the 1921 national
champion.
Milton, as was the case in the
contest called off last Sunday
when rain made the course dangerous, took the lead from the
start and kept it throughout, except when for ten or twelve laps
Rnlnh Fe Palma led him.
When Milton was getting the
checkered flag at the finish, the
on its feet fearful
large crowd was as
Joe Thomas,
of an accident,
across the field from the grand-- ,
stand, blew two tires at once. the
An ambulance started for
scene and hundreds of spectators
Before
ran around the course.
they reached the spot, however,
Thomas car came limping iiuu
had
pits, where, as his pltcrew
dashed to his assistance and had
not returned, he had to change
tires himself.
T,os
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latter refused and demanded
duction of Hie sum.

pro-

January IK, 1921, the state say.
Governor Small and Mr. Curtis
turned over to the treasurer vari
ous notes totaling $10,012,5(10, and
400 shares of stock In a downstate
bank. Issued In the name of the
late Fenator Edward CurtlH.
,
Long I'lslit
The caso Is expecied to last from
six weeks to two months, or even
longer, depending upon 'he time
taken to get a juiy. Estimates bv
lawyers indicate It will take from
a month to six weeks to find
twelve men to hear til" case, because ot the wide publicity It has
received.
The battery of lawyers fer both
sides will be one of th.. largest
ever assembled In the historic eld
Lake county court room. The
state will be In charge of C. Fred
Mortimer, state's attorney of Sangamon county, who obtained the
Ho will be assisted
indictments.
by two assistant attorney generals
of Illinois, James M. Wilkerson
and Thomas Marshall, the latter
an expert on embezzlement cases;
Col. A, V. Smith, state's attornev
of Lake county: Edward Tree, assistant Rtato's attorney of Sanga
mon county; Ralph Party, former
state's attorney of Lake county
and half a dozen other lawyers.
The defense will be represented
bv C. C. Leforgee, of Decatur:
Werner W. Schroeder, of Kankakee; and Alexander F. Beaubcln,
of Waukegan.
To Attack Laws of Valldlly.
The defense Is expected to wag
an attack on the constitutionality
of the state treasurer's act of
190S, whlen required the treasurer
to place state funds In the bank
paying the highest rate of Interest.
The act, the defense claimed iii
preliminary arguments. Is unconstitutional because It was Improperly passed and because It combines two subjects under one title,
provision having also been made
by the law for an appropriation lo
pay for bonds of the state treasurer and his assistants.
r.xiH-cted-

Mexico.

N. G.
N. G. The building will
80 feet In size.

Check That Cold

A

Right Away
SUDDEN chill sneezes

stuffy
feeling in the head and you have
the beginning of a hard cold. Get
right after it, just as soon as the sniffles
start, with Dr. King's New Discovery.
For fifty years a standard reaiedy
for colds, coughs and grippe.
There are no harmful drues. nothing
but good, healing medicines, that get
right down to the trouble and help

nature.

You will scon notice a change for the
better. Has a convincing, healing
taste that the kiddies like. Good
for croupy couehs. All druggists, 60c.

Dr.

He

succeeds

a man is a failure in business, many a
woman in her home, because constipation stores up poisons that enervate
and depress. Dr. King's Pills make
liowels art naturally. 25c.

PROMPT! WONT

CTCTPE

2r. King's Pills

Heavy

C. H. CARNES
107 S.

Fourth.

Phone

Special

tit

IT

"I only wish I had discovered
Foley's Honey and Tar 60 years
ago, as I have been the victim ot
attacks of Influenza .nd bad colds
until I found this wonderful relief,"
writes W. If. Gray, 8S4 Nowita PI.
Venice, Cal. Foley's Honey and
Tar helps coughs and colds, bron
chial and la grippe coughs, tickling
tnroat ana hoarseness. It Is good
for croup and whooping cough.
Mr. Gray adds: "Worth its weight
few
show
that
Stage statistics
child prodigies
become mlenteil In gold. Marvelously
effective."
actors.
Sold everywhere,

To

Women

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
douches in treating catarrh, lnflam-matio- n
or ulceration
of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine
Ills It lias no equal. For ten
tho Lydla E. Plnkham Medicln years
Co.
has recommended Taxtino In their
private rorrcsnnndona viti,
oi
which proves Its superiority.
nmnen wno nave neen cured say It
IS "worth ItS wntullt In rnM
Al
(Irusrelsta. Bflc lnri,o 1,t n.kvm.ll
Th Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mum!

ornamental

This record bears out the statement that one
out of every three cars (other than Fords) owned
in New Mexico, where roads are sandy and mountainous, is a Buick.

Co.

McCollough-Buic- k

C. E. Oden, Prop.
Gold

Fifth and

Phone 1200

"When Better Automobiles Are
Built, Buick Will Build Them."

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
J 100

nnd Welder.
'J el. 1D41-Boutti rJecoDd St.

Boilermaker

Wind Shield
J.

Glass-Lumb-

er

IIAI.DKIUUK LUMBER CO.
Z: South Flrat Hlreet.
I'bune 402.
C.

Gates to Match

CO-OPERAT-

It's safe to assume that our
prices are right we always
decline our prices with the
prevailing market, regardless of former cost.

BA ABB
"IT

IT'S HARDWARE

WE HAVE IT"

First and Copper
rhonc

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

isr uo.
423 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE

ION

All Union men and women, your friends and families, arc
requested to bo consistent. Patronize Home Industry. Boost for.
Albuquerque. Demand the Union Label on all commodities yon
purchase whenever possible. The followlnsf business Interests of
our city solicit yonr support of Organized Labor and are recommended by the Central Labor Union.
Automobiles,
Garages, Tires Gas and Electric Companies.
and Accessories.
Albuquerque Gas & Electric
Auto
and Supply
Company.
Quicker.
Nash Electrical Supply ComCompany.
White Oarage.
pany.
The Cooper Motor Company
Arno Huning Electric ComMorrow Auto Company.
pany.
Hardware Dealers.
Joyce Battery Company.
& Mauger.
Raabe
Auctioneer.
Jewelers.
Gober.
Wiseman's Watch and Clock
Antomohlle Tires and
Shop.
Gottlieb & Boer.
Vnlcanlz'ng.
Tire
Rubber
and
Fogg, the Jeweler.
Highland
Laundries.
Works.
Excelsior Soft Water Laundry
Banks.
The Imperial Laundry Co.
citizens National Bank.
Loan and Mortsngo
First National Hank
Companies.
State National Bank.
N. M. Loan & Mortgage ComRullding Materia!n.
pany.
P. O. Sorenson Company.
Optometrist.
C. H, Carnes.
Bakeries.
Erwood Bakery.
Photographers
Union Bakery.
Hanna & Hanna.
Pioneer Bakery.
Lumber Companies.
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Bottling Works.
Coal
Supply & Lumber Co.
The Coyote Mineral Water
Real Estate.
Company.
Gober. Short & Gober.
a
Bottling Company
Undertakers.
Bicycles and Repairs.
Strong Bros.
Harry T. Johnson.
Fred Crollott.
Cafes, Cafeterias and
C. T. French.
Restaurants.
Shoe Stores.
2.
No.
Liberty Cafe,
Chaplin's Shoe Store.
C. May.
Bracy's Cafeteria.
Sale Shot
Manufacturers'
Coal Companies.
Store.
New State Coal Company.
Kahn's Stores.
Altec Fuel Company.
J. C. Penney Company.
Coal Supply & Lumter ComTailors.
pany.
Meyer & Meyer.
Gents'
and
Clothing
Monument Works,
Furnishings.
E. Fletcher Monumon!
G.
E. L. Washburn Company.
WTorks.
Muslo Companies.
Meyer & Meyei
Eubank Bros
New Mexico Phonograph Co
C.
J.
Penney Company.
A. L. Reldling Music Co.
Kahn's Stores.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co
Hosenwald Bros.
Milk Dealers.
A. Michael.
Dairy AssociaAlbuquerque
tion.
Drug Stores.
Manufacturers.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Gill Piston Rings.
Butt's Drug Store.
and Storage.
Transfer
Department Stores.
Brown's Transfer and Stor.T. C Penney Company.
age.
Kahn's Stores.
Paint and Gins.
Rosenwald Bros
Companies.
Company
Kistlor, Colllster
Albuquerque Paint and Glas;
and
Cleaners
Dyers.
Dry
Company.
Empire Dry Cleaner..
Plumbing and Heating
W. 8. Meadows.
Companies.
M. J. O'Fallon Supply Co.
Furniture Stores.
Wholesnle and Retail
H. Livingston Furnitur. Co.
Gardners.
Geo. C. Scheer Furnitur. Co
Blueher'. Gardens, Inc., Olc'
Strong Bros.
v
J. ti. Gober Furniture Co.
Albuquerque,
Wall Paper.
Flour and Feed Mills.
Albuquerque Paint A Gla.i
48th Star Mills.
Company.
Florist.
Albuquerque Greenhouse.
ircajf Patronise
Groceries and Provision.
The Highland Cash & Carrj
Grocery.
Store.
Standard Cash Grocery.
American Grocery and Mea
Market. Old Albuquerque.
L
Charles Mann. Old AlbuquerAt a ''"'-fl- l
que.
fa f chuaiiii, I. A 3
A. & P. Mtat Market.
Rtb a
iVJj
t3 jC U nnd
A. Michael.
A. S. Gann Grocery.
ilm (urinutluu fji-- j
Broadway Central Grocery,
Lathlm's Cash and Carry,
In pursuance of the movement which has for Us
purpose
the urging of working people to give their combined
support to
all reliable firms that have .hewn a friendly attitude
the cause of labor there will be found a directory of toward
enterprise, thai .we fee,! can be endorsed from a labor standpoint
and are. therefore. Justly entitled to our good will and
It doe. not necessarily follow that concern, united
which
may not be here represented are unfair; nevertheless
listed In this ad have demonstrated their friendliness those
in various
ways. nd, other things being equal, they are deserving of your
earnest
and
Coco-Col-

Fancy Egg 10.50
For Furnace, Range
Heater Use.

or

N

LUMP $11.00

Split Cedar Kindling

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L, JOE MILLER, Pres.

XXTHEN

you phono 83S for coal you get
guaranteed coal. That's the only way to
In
it
get
Alhuquerque. Wo havo a specially
selected quality of Canon City coal in lump
and nut sires, and a uniform Gallup lump
which we sell under a binding three-da- y
trial guaranteo. Use it three days If It
Isn't satisfactory we haul It away and glv.
you your money back without a quibble.
This guaranteed coal cost, you no more than
the ordinary kind. Try it next time.
Coal Department of

402 North First St.

er

The Buick position is significant of its choice
as a car for mountain roads and long tours.

lawn

We have several designs in three popular
sizes, 30", 36" and 42"

IT'S A PHONE NUMBER

Gibson-Fa- w

four-cylind-

Regular equipment on all models
includes cord tires and Alemite
high pressure grease system.

1057--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inqnire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

Of the 25,429 automobiles that visited the national reservation, 1.871 were Buick cars, second
in number only to a small
car, in the
list of 240 makes.

fences are costing less this
season. Right now, before
you groom your lawn for
summer. Is the time to
think about fencing It.

GALLUP-AMERICA-

SPECIALIST IN OCVIiAIt
REFRACTION

the Park Superintendent.

LAWN FENCES

Cornellup

Mrs. Frank B. Watling.
Mohammedans have a lunar year
Chicago society was surprised tc
learn recently of the secret mar- of 354 days.
riage of Mrs. Mayme Wood Thorne,
widow of Jfaymond C. Thorne, to
Frank U. Watlirig, Marine war
hero. Her second marriage follow- The most
economical, cleansing and
ing an elopement recalled the fact
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
that her first marriage followed an
elopement also. Thorne was a student at Dartmouth and ehe was the
daughter of a foreman on the New
York, New Haven and Hartford

SOON

60 by

OUT OF EVERY eight cars that passed
Yellowstone National Park during
1921 was a Buick, according to the report of

ONE

Heavy Ornamental

King's

New Discovery
ForjColds and Coughs

Yellowstone Park

NOW IS THE TIME
TO THINK ABOUT

Ferris. Jr., who ha i neon acting
general for nearly two

IIK HAD KNOWN

be

Bagpipes were the favorite Instruments of the ancient Greeks.

consul
years.

WISHES

Ti--

Mountainair, N. M March 5.
With $5,000 subscribed and more
money in sight, Mountainair is assured of an armory, thus providing
a home for the local national
public
guard company as well as acan
be
building, where meetings
for
funds folheld. The campaign
lowed a meeting held at the high
school auditorium, at which the
matter was presented to the people by Captain Williams of Com-M.
pany B. 137th engineers. N.

lf

GOV. LEW SMALL
WILL EE PLACED
ON TRIAL TODAY

LEADS AGAIN IN

M0UNTAINAIR TO HAVE
ARMORY FOR N. G. UNIT

DAWSOV ASSUMES DUTIES
Mexico City, March !i Claude
I. Dawson today assumed his duties
as United (states consul general In

railroad.

com-

practically

pleted arrangements for the purchase of the Olney ranch, two miles
north of the city on the old Mora
road. The lanch is beautifully situated, with rolling plains, hills,
water and a splendid view of the
mountains and the city. The clubf
one of the finest go
plans to havo
courses in the southwest, tennis
pool, a fine club
swimming
courts,
house, and other attractions.

Lumber Co.

support

Phone 383.

Albuquerque Central Labor Union
ti'n1?

w,srss?TO

zr-

-

6, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
POPE PIUS XI TODAY
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Tho position in the northeast.
Mr. Collins said, was not idnl, but

J
"

: HANDSOME CHURCH AT
: TUCUMCARI DEDICATED
Journal.)

The
Church of Christ, which has been
without a regular home for the
last 13 years, now has a handsome
J new edifice.
The dedicatory serThe unit
vices were held today.
of construction has been
j system
which
allow
will
almost
followed,
I unlimited additions as may be
in the future.
. The present
building is a new de6.

ry

In church architecture in
'.the city. There is a full basement,
in which is to be found the largest
g
"dining room in the city. This
room is light and beautiful.
Here the banquets and social activities of the church will be held.
;;Also one of the departments of the
Bible school will hold its sessions

parture

Especially posed photo of Pope Pius XI, taken since his election.
This striking photo of Pope Pius XI ia one of the most recent ones
taken of him since his election.

fill I
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dln-Jin-

Shore. In connection with this largo
Jdining room is a fine kitchen with
serving window between the two
Irooins. The kitchen is supplemented with a fine large pantry. Also
tin the basement will be found the
"lavatories and furnau room. The
plant consists of two large
cheating
hot-ai- r
furnaces and an Arc la hot
Swater heater for the baptistry.
J On the main floor are to be
-found nine class rooms, opening
Sout on the auditorium, six of which
Jare surrounded with folding glass
doors. These doors can be folded
Iback, thereby making it possible
"for 'these rooms to be ued as an
overflow. On this same floor Is
..situated tho church office, which
Jwill bo kept open throughout the
;;week. Off from the office are the
dressing rooms for the candidates
Jfor baptism.
baptistry is a new departure
;-- in The
construction, the floor of which
Jis on the level of the pulpit floor
and the front being formed of a
panel of glass an
largo
linch in thickness. This will permit
Jail the audience to view the candid-datas he Is lowered Into tho
Fwater.
'1
The lighting system Is also a new
(departure in lighting In this city,
The lights
Sbeing totally indirect.
Jure encased In powerful reflectors,
contained in wooden boxes fastened
high upon the auditorium walls.
This light flashes against the ceiling and is reflected down, thereby
producing a beautiful, mellow,
diffused light, not a globs
'being visible in the auditorium,
The interior finish is white
throughout and in the spring
' the exterior will be pebble-dashe- d
Kelly stone, which
with snow-whi,will make this building "The White
this
of
city.
Temple"
one-pie-

--

el

te

5B0AZ W. LONG, FORMER
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S SfiLABY" SIGHED

March 5.Hot Springs, Ark
Babe Kuth, home run king, has
sljrnfd a contract for fivo years
calling for "a batik president's
salary," Colonel Huston of the
New York Americans
announced
here tonight. The flip of n coin
Is said to have decided tho salary
question in Ruth's favor.
The mighty baseball swatter and
Colonel Huston had been conferring over the salary terms here for
some days. The end of the transaction came when Colonel Huston
heard from his partner, Col. Jake
Ruppert, telling him to go ahead
and close the deal.
"What were the terms?" Colonel
Huston was asked.

REPORT

REVEALS

DEPRESS
h

m

i n

PTnu
,

MOtOrS

"Well, it was a bank president's
"Rut there
salary," he replied.
are bank presidents
and bank
presidents, and this one I have in
mind wasn't the president of u
country bank."
beDuring tho conversations
tween Kuth and Huston there was
wide
a
difference of opinion on the
It was said that
salary question.
both mado compromises and thnt
despite repeated
arguments they
still were far from reaching a

must be adopted
wholeheartedly.
All were agreed rgainnt coercion,
but the treaty contained forces for
persuasion which would bring the
if it
northeast Into
stayed out of the free state.
The speaker nsked why British
and
agents were being ottneked
their arms taken away from their,
wlieii there was no war In prosre s.
to turn
unless it was intended
those arms against the people

Net SaleS

Last Year, $225,621,110, Against $370,288,-23in 1920.

5

(By The Aaociatrd FrrM.)
New York, March 5. The seriof
ous effects of the depression
1921 on the automobile industry
were strikingly illustrated in the
annual report of the General Mo
tors corporation, Issued today.
Net sales for the last year
amounted to $225,261,110 against
$370,288,235 In 1920 and the corporation's total business for 1921
fell to $304,487,243 as compared
with $567,320,603 in the previous
year.
on the
Commenting
report,
President Pierre S. Dupont said:
in
"The automobile
industry,
common with many other impor
tant industries, has passed through
a year of unprecedented difficulties and hardships, 1921 having
marked a period of drastic defla
tion from the extraordinary expan
sion which began in 1919 and ex- -;
tended through the first half of

:

JbST

vmm 3

l

The
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bus Vegas. March 5. The New
M xieo Cowboys' reunion, the most
picturesque western exhibition of
horsemanship and roping' held In
this part of the southwest, may bo
called off this year. The HI22 reunion would have been the eighth,
the rodeo having been founded in
1!)15 and having been held every
year since on dates centering about
tho Fourth of July. A question
"Then
a penny to naire sent by tho Chamber of
to its members reveal.-Commerce
see whether I get it or whether
.
don't," was Ruth's proposal and the fact that business and profes
they matched. Ruth Is understood sional men do not favor the conto havo won the flip and with it a tinuance of the reunion, possibly
because the annual raising of
larsc salary.
$ii,OC0 In prize money has become
irksome.
Kusinss men have declared
always, however, that the
SOME OF BURDENS OF
reunion business brines them back
PASTOR
SHIFTED TO more in trade than they put out
In subscriptions.
The "show anLAYMEN'S SHOULDERS nually
brings into the city fiom
2,000 to .1.000 people.
Tho
returned questionnaires
Vegas, N. M., March 6.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. show n strong
sentiment
for a
soldiers'
Paul's Memorial Kpiscopal church
bonus measure, to bo
'has shifted to the shoulders of passed bv congress, nnd the devothe laity some of the burdens of tion by the Chamber of Commerce
the pastor in conducting Lenten of considerable energy toward deThe laymen appreciate veloping the agricultural resourcservices.
tho honor and have taken up the es. To the surprise of many, the
task with enthusiasm.
The en- - membership of the chamber seems
tiro parish is interested in the opposed to devoting much time
(series of Friday evening addresses nnd money to the advertising of
to be given by leading men of the the climate and scenerv
toward
denomination.
The sentibringing In tourists.
Hev. Dr. Moore set a good ex- ment seems to bo to build up Lnfl
ample by giving the first address. Vegas' prestige as a fine school
His subject was "The Church." and residence city, and to develop
Other addresses are to bo given tho lands hereabouts Into ptoduc-tlv- e
as
10 "The
March
follows:
dry and Irrigated farms.
Church and the Individual," Dr.
E. II. Shaw.
March 17 "The
SAXCIIKZ IS ILL.
fhurch and the Home," Charles
Las Vegas, N. M., March 5.
W. G. Ward.
March 24 "The County Treasurer and Collector M
Church and
the Country," C. A. .Sanchez Is seriously ill at his
W.
Philhour. March 31 "The home here as the
result of blood
Church and the Nation," Judge poisoning.
A few days ago Mr.
E. V. Long. April 7 "The Church Sanchez scratched his
flntrer and
and the World." F. W. Nir1i line slight wound became infected.
Lenten services Tuesday, 4:30 ins entire arm and his face are
p. m., evening prayer and addnna now badly swollen.
by rector.
Wednesday, 10:30 a.
Vassar students have pledged
m., Holy Communion.
Friday,
7:30 p. m., evening prayer and $100 each to raise the teachers' sal
address by layman.
aries.
we'll'-matc-

CHILD WIFE SUES FOR DIVORCE

"During the period of this expansion, tho corporation extended
its? manufacturing facilities
and
provided for production on an enmeet
scalo
to
demands
the
larged
which it was expected would con-

-
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KNOW

that
WEuated people
as to be

there are a great
Albuquerque so situnable to come to
town every time they need new haber-

o'clock

in

on the afternoon of March 10.
The first leg of the tournament
will be completed with the game
scheduled at 8:30 p. m. and will
bo followed by consolation gnmos
booked the next morning at 0:30
o'clock. The championship will be
decided In tho game scheduled to
start at 8 o'clock on the evening
of March 11.

The Albuquerque

dashery.
We remind these people that a call to
335 will bring them exactly what they
want and if they don't know exactly
assortments of colors and sizes will be
sent them.

business men's

tournament committee will
antee the railroad fare to

guarAlbu-

of the
eight
querque for all
teams, two representing each of
the four sections of the state.
The guarantee covers eight men
to each team. All local and visiting teams will be limited to seven
players and every player must be
eligible under the New Mexico
High School Athletic association
rules.
The University of New Mexico
and tho business men's committee will Rlsn provide board and
lodging for each of the teams during their stay in Urn city. Coach
Roy Johnson, of the university,
will have charge of the general
of the tournament
management
and places will he drawn under
his direction as soon as the eight
managers r.i the tennis arrive in
the city. He will also have charge
ef the officials connected with
tho operation of tho tournament.

It's easy to telephone yuor orders to the
Guarantee because we specialize in nationally advertised merchandise: Society
Brand Clothing, Stetson Hats, Heidcaps,
Edwin Clapp Shoes, Manhattan Shirts,
Wilson Brothers' Underwear, Interwoven
Hosiery, Etc.
If You Don't Know Us, You Know Them.

It's almost
time In llilnk
of your
Athletic
I

mloruoar.

WwH'ws&m
immfEPmmM,
M.
',.,.
:".,?. ! i w4. ill
218 West Central.

Phone 335.

hereby given that,
undersigned on the 15th dc.y of
March. 11)22. at the hour of 10
o'clock a. in. at the northwest
corner of Sixth and Lincoln streets,
in the city of Uas Vegas, San Miguel county, New Mexico at th
store of Nestor Hoffman, formerly
doing business as the Palace Clothing Company, will Bell to the highest bidder for cash all. or any pa t
of the stock of merchandise,
g
principally of men's shoes,
hats and clothing, etc., and fixtures, located tit the above men
tioned place. Said stock may be
in any time
to sale
and Inventory of saidprior
stock and
full information may be obtained
from tho undersigned. Sealed bids
shall he submitted to the undersigned prior to the time of sale for
all or any part of said slock, together with a certified cheek or
cash deposit of 10 pet- cent of the
amount bid. Itight Is reserved t.i
reject any or all of the said bids.

notice!

Asarinlril I'ivmO
Taft, calif., March 5. Tho mysterious persons garbed in pillow
cases and sheets who have been
terrorizing tho citizenry hero for
tho past week or ton days, gave
nervous rltlzetn a chance to calm
themselves today.
continued
hieh,
Tho tension
however, and citizens who discussed the situation did so onlv
after pledges that they would no
be named or quoted. They usually
took the inquirer Into a hack room
and locked the door before venturon the
ing upon a conversation
suMeet.
It appears well established that
there have been five 'instances of
violence, after each of which the
person attacked has left the community.
lint there are rumors of scores
of cards and letters received from
tho "Kti Klux Klan," warning the
recipients against various practices, and sometimes merely tclliw:
them to get out of the community,
without giving reasons.
Persons who have seen these
warnings are inclined to believe
some rganized bndv Is pcndlnrr n
few of them: and that this same
organized body Is responsible for
the principal attack-mentioned,
but that the bulk of the other
warnings have heen written by individuals or small groups who are
traveling on the reputation for
terrorism caused by the acts of the
original group.
This view apparently Is supported by the fact that in at least one
lnstnrfo the warning was repudiated In a later communication
signed "Ku Klux Klan "
District Attorney Jesse R. Horsey, seen at Bakersfield today,
said the situation so far had been
such that it was almost Impossible
for county authorities to take
any Intelligent action.
Dorsey said those who had been
actively attacked hy masked men
had departed without pausing to
complain to the authorities. He
said he believed the outbreak
purely sporadic and unaffiliated
with any general movement, but
he was taking all possible steps
to prevent Its growth.
The position expressed by Sheriff Newell, was much the same.
(Hy The

!

CALL AT ALL
FIRES TO BE ANSWERED
BY OLD TIME MEMBERS

(Special Correspondence to flu Journnl
Las Vegas. N. M., March 5.

LEGAL NOTICE

or isaxiuu i't stock.
mii;
Notice Is
the

T. W.

TIFT CITIZENRY

SECOND

ENVOY TO CUBA. HAS
GONE TO GUATEMALA

the play will

23-2-

I

(Srect.tl ?irre.p:n(rnc

1920.

i

i

REUNION AT
MEADOW CITY MAY BE
CALLED OFF THIS YEAR

"The plans and policies which
have guided the management have
met in the entire abandonment of
?
certain of the corporation's former
products and tho change In design
(Special Corresponilenre In The .Innmnl.l and Improvement In quality of oth6.
er lines, which have involved
r Las Vegas, N. M., March
',' Boas
W. Long, who recently re- - heavy losses in the liquidation of
as
minister
United
States
and obsolete materials."
stock
signed
to Cuba has gone to Guatemala.
t where he will be located as theEVANGELINE
railBOOTH
of Important
;t representative
,
T
ft way iiueruBiH. ivir. uuiik b caicuucu
SLIGHTLY
IMPROVED
I residence In Mexico, ''"uba and the
; Central Americas, with his com- (By The Associated Press.)
plete knowledge of the. Spanish
Long Beach, Calif., March 5.
i language, make him a valuable
j man In
whether as Evangeline Booth, national commander of the Salvation Army,
;a diplomat or a business man.
who was taken suddenly 111 here
I
Friday, was slightly Improved toBALTIMORE TAXI MAN
day. It was announced by her secGriffith. He
JUMPS TO HIS DEATH retary. Brig.wasRichard
j
not suffering from
stated she
.
Influenza, as previously reported,
r
(By Tha Amnrlnted 1'ress.)
had
Baltimore. Md March 6 Frank but from a severe cold which
affected
her vocal organs so that
', Dcveny, an employe
of a local taxi
A-not
could
a
she
above
speak
to his
company, today jumped
whisper.
from
monument
death
Washington
f
abhas
ordered
"Her physician
. In Washington place. Deveny had
5 been ill and
his associates declare solute quiet for her, If she wishes
to
continue her tour," said Briga
The
his mind had been affected.
? suicide occurred
In the center of dier Griffith.
v
i IS
4
i,"
I Baltimore's
exclusive residential
GAMES.
rKACTICE
j section.
'
e
to the platform atop
Omaha, Neb., March 5. Tho
aiiWffirtiVrtrtftmi
.:iv
' theWalking
monument Deveny was seen to Omaha Western Lengue club wi'l
I climb over the parapet. He slowly meet
the New York National
Mrs. Mary Phllbrick.
iclimbed to the rim, carefully low-- 4 league players In two practios
ered himself at arms length and games, April 1 and 2, at Victoria,
Mary Philbrick, Cambridge. Mass.. has ued her husband,
f dropped the 184 feet to the base Tex., where the Omaha team is
of the monument.
Virtually every scheduled to arrlvo March 8 for Gcorjre Philbrick, for Uivorc. She wa married at fifteen. She leeks
the custody ot their year-ol- d
bono 1:1 his body was broken.
child.
spring practice.
:

Koswell hirh school and Clovis
represent the Pecos vnlely
district in the second annual New
Mexico
basketball
championship
tournament to be held at the
10
Ir?ie
March
and 11. The
armory
two schools wore chosen, having
come through to tho finals In
the elimination tournament which
closed at Koswell Saturday nleht.
In the finals. Koswell defended
Clovis hy a score of in to IS. The
score at the end of the first half
was 15 to 2 in favor of Koswell.
Fort
During the tournament
Ruinner pushed Koswell hard and
Clovis
a close
Hagerman played
game.
Southern Champs.
Alamogordo took the championship ef the southern section of
the state by defeating Silver City
in the finals of the sectional
tournament
at I'isj
completed
Cruces
Holh
night.
Saturday
teams will represent the section
in the state meet here.
The results
of
the Friday
games not previously reported
and the Saturday games follow:
Santa Rita defeated Columbus fiSi
to 4; Alamogordo defeated Tula-- 1
to IS; Silver City 22, A.
rosa
and M. "preps" S; I,ns Cruces 3!,
11).
Tularosa
Santa
Kita Ifl;
"preps" 15; Silver City 2S; Ala35.
T,as
Tularosa
mogordo IS;
Cruces 27; Alamogordo 25. TulaSilrosa 20: Alamogordo
ver City
This completes the sectional
of the teams which will
compete here for the state championship. The teams are: Central
sectionAlbuquerque hU'h school
and Hnrw-oodnorthern section
Las
high and normal; Pecos section Koswell and Clovis:
southern section Alamogordo and
Silver City.
Including the consolation tourand
third
nament to decide
fourth place. 12 games of basket
ihall will be played at the armory
March in and II in the .New Mex- ion basketball championship tour-- I
nament for schools of high school
of
grade. I'mlm- the direction
University Coach Roy Johnson,
will
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Huiujnuuaini
General

there were only two alternative
or
conciliation
sues coercion
Whichever alternative was adopt' d
Is-

er

Correspondence to The
j (Special
Tucumcari, N. M idarch

rrcw.)
(Hy TliiDublin, March 5 (ty the Associated 1'iPfs.) The crowds whicn
gathered today for the opening of
tho campaipi in favor of acceptance of the Anglo-Iristreaty worn t
rotable not only because of
proportions, but also because
of the high degree of enthusiasm
evinced.
Tho orntors. in addition to Michael Collins and Arthur Griffith,
included Joseph McOrath. minister of labor; William Cosgrove,
minister for homo affairs, and
other leaders In the provisional
Two platforms were
government.
constantly employed by tho speakers.
With the exception of a minor
fins incident, when girls and women tore down a free state
perfect order was maintained
bv the republican police.
Mr. Collins, in a long speech, defended the treaty, lie asserted that
once the free state was established, tho union of northeast
with tho remainder of Ireland was
determinacertain. I!o
tion to proceed with the establishment ef a. police force, despite
tho warnings nf Karnon do
It would not bo a political
forco to protect anv special section, but would be for the protection of every elti:'.en in Ireland.
Mr.
address was
liolli be and Mr. Collins pointed
to British troops leaving Ireland
as proof that Ireland had not been
-

Washington, March 6. A
complaint has been filed by
under
; Secretary Wallace,him acting
-- the
In the Pacpower given
kers and Stockyards act, against
every livestock commission firm
in the St.
r holding membership
Louis
Stock Exchange, and against
'J
buyers,"
!tho principal "order St.
Louis
"dealers and traders at the
National
Stockyards,
charging
"them with maintaining a boycott
not
'against commission houses The
members of the exchange.
filed
to
be
is
the first
"complaint
.under the act.
numbering
The
defendants,
?nbout 110, have been cited to ap-- J
pear in the federal court, St. Louis.
March 10.
The principal charge In the com-- I
s
plaint in that the exchange
are restraining trade through
of a boycott and that
; operation
firms
commission
t "thirty-nin- e
constituting the entire membership busto
do
of the exchange refused
j iness
with order buyers or traders
except buyers for the very large
packing concerns who buy livestock from the four commission
companies thnt are not now mem-?boof the exchange."
con-- ;
Two of the
J
cerns are said to be farmer-co-op- erative associations, and "sell live-stock at rates 25 per cent lower
of exchange members."
jthan ofthose
the trading regulations of
idiie
I the exchange, the complaint says,
tradi
J in that members must not
with
Farm-tl The boycott against the com- ;ers' Livestock Commission
one of the
' pany,
concerns, was started, according to
'
Secretary Wallace, on November
"1G, 1921, at a meeting of members
j of the exchange when those presont "agreed upon and adopted a
to
common
hamper,
plan
policy of
obstruct and prevent, by coercion
or intimidation" order buyers and
traders from making any purchases from the farmers' company.
"The number of buyers at the
yards who are not coerced by the
exchange members is so small."
the statement issued here said,
"that they do not afford an adequate outlet for the livestock received hy the independent agencies. The result is to the detriment of producers of livestock and
j the public in general."

IFYOilCAEne

Anglo-Iris- h

Big Crowds Out.

Non-Membe- rs.

(By The Associated rress.)

Three.

3

'

miwff

Roswell and Clovis Win Honors in Pecos
River Elimination Tournament and Will
in
Is Opened
Campaign
Play for Title; Alamogordo and Silver City
Dublin, Urging Acceptance
to Represent Southern Section.
of the
Treaty;

: Members of St. Louis Stock
Exchange Charged With
:

wim

" jf
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"Old timers" who are members of
the E. Romero Hose and Fire company, one of the city's crack volunteer organizations, will be required to turn out on "second call"
at all fires, according to a new rulThe company has equipped
ing.
npparatus for the second calls, and
now has sufficient
euipment to
fght a fre of larye magntude.
An "old timer la defined as one
who has been a member for fifteen
years or more. W, A. Glvens, A. T.
Rogers, Sr., and others have belonged to company for more than
forty years. The company's Washington birthday dance was the best
from the standpoint ot receipts
and of social enjoyment of any f t
the forty-on- e
annual dances the
organization has given.
THIS MAX WAS HELPED
John Grab. 2539 J.tckson Ave.,
New Orleans, I.a writes: "My kidneys were weak and had a soreness
and dull naln across m: back. I
felt dull and languid and mv kid
neys didn't act right. I began taking Koley
Kidney Pills and they
soon put my kidneys In a sound
healthy condition." IToley Kidney
Pills help the kidneys rid the sys
tem of i. Ids and waste thnt cause
lameness, backache, sore muscles,
swollen joints and rheumatic pains.
Tonlo In effect, quick in action.
Sold everywhere.

UKl'K,

Assignee.

Last Will and Testament of Annie
Kllison, Deceased.
To Nora Jones, Albuquerque.
Mary Kllen Brady) 2430
I.c::ington Street, Chicago, IlliWilliam
Ambrose Sullivan
nois;
line, Post Street, Ottawa. Illinois)
and to All to Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Annie Ellison, deceased, late of the
County of Ijerniilillo ..nd State or
New Mexico, was
produced and
read in the rrohate Court of the
County of nernaliilo, State of New
Mexico, on
the second day of
March, 1922, and tho day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, tho thirtieth dav oC
March. A. D., 922, at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon of said day.
Oiven under my hand and the
seal nf this court, this third day of
March, A. D. 922.
FRED CRODLOTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
"NOTICE.
Last Will and Testa lent of
Ilerardanelll, Deceased.
To Roslta P. de Bevardanelll. Albuquerque, N. M.; Mellnda P..
Santa Fe. N. M.: William
HerardanelH, 312 Relmont Avenue, Ia Junta Colo.; Fred
Hllario, N. M and to All
Others to Whom It May Concern,
Greetings:
You ore hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will nnd Testament of
Camilo BorardanelH. deceased ,late,
and
of the County of Bernalillo
State of New Mexico was produced
and read In the Probate Court of
the County of Rernalillo, State of
New Mexico, on the second day of
March. 1922, and the d.y of the
proving of said alleged Iist Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the thirtieth day of
March, A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock In
the forenoon of Bald day.
Oiven under my h nd and the
seal of this court, this fourth day
of March, A. T). 922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
A DM I X ISTRATO H'S NOT I CE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Irinea Cordova de Griego, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the twenty-thir- d
day of February, 1922. duly
appointed Administrator of the
estate of Irinea Cordova de Griego.
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county, and having qualified as such Administrator, nil
persons having claims against the
estate of said decedent are hereby
notified and required to present the
same to tho undersigned in the
manner and within t'te time prescribed bv law.
JUAN JOSE CORDOVA,
Administrator.
Dated February23, 1922.
ADM INIST RATOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Natividad Montano, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the twenty-thirday of February. 1922 duly
appointed Administrator of the
estate of Natividad Montano, deceased, by tha Probate Court of
and having
Bernalillo
county,
qualified as ,ueh Administrator, nil
claims
having
against the
persons
estate of said decedent are hereby
notified and required to present
the same to the undersigned in the
manner and within the time prescribed by law.
PIONICIO BACA,
Administrator.
Dated February 23, 1922.
AD.MIXISTUATOK'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexloti.
In the Matter of the Estate of Antonio Jose TIerrera, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the second
day of March. 1922. duly appointed
Administrator of the estate ot An- ;

1
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Mon-toy-

Gu-rul- e.

1
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T.r.
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(iccenseu ny me
iicijerji,
or
court
county,
and having qualified as such Administrator, all persona hnving
claims against the estate of said

decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time proscribed by law.
NICOLAS IlKRItMRA.
Administrator.
l.iated March 2, 192-- '.
i 'm i n isf vi i : Fx 'iTslmcKT
In tho Probate Court, of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of :iiz.'tbeih M. Mcflrath Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the second day
nf March. 1922. duly appointed
of the estate, of
Administratrix
M. McGruth, deceased,
Elizabeth
by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
county, and having qualified as
such Administratrix,
nil persons
having claims against the estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present tho same
to the undersigned in the manner
and within the time prescribed by
law.
MAY' McGRATlI TTBP.ETTS.
Administratrix.
Dated March ;. 922.
NOTICE OF IIXECITIUX.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Rafael Rubi. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that
a
Chavez de Rubi, Executrix ot
the estate of Rafael
Rubi. d
ceased, has filed in the Probate
Court of Beinnliili) county, New
Mexico, her final report as such
Executrix: and the court has appointed Thursday, the 23rd day of
February, 1922. as the dav" for
hearing objections, If any there he,
to tho approval of said final reoort
and the discharge of said Execu- trix.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate
Court this twenty-thir- d
day of Februarv, 1922.
FltKD
(Seal)
CROLLOTT,
fjerk of Said Probate Court.
a i ) i i s i s'n i a i t 's No ii c Er"
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
Isora Willmart.i, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on tho ninth day
of February 922. duly appointed
Administrator with will annexed of
the estate of Mary Isora W'illmarth.
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county, and having qualified as such Administrator, all
persons having claims against the
estate nf said decedent are hereby
notified and required to present
the same to the undersigned In the
manner and within the time prescribed bv law.
CHARLES A. W1LLMARTII.
Administrator With Will Annexed.
Dated February 10, 1922;
NOfiCE6 SVIT.
In the District Court, State of New
Mexico. Countv of Bernalillo.
1

1

to

1

No. 13,214.

Scott Anderson.
Plaintiff, vs. J.
Shcppard Smith James S. Smith
James Sheppard Smith, E. L.
Washburn, as assignee of James
S. Smith, and all unknown claimants of Interest in the premises
adverse to the plaintiff. DefendTo

ants.
the

Above Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified
that
Scott Anderson, the plaintiff, has
on this day commenced an action
against you In said court and
cause, the general nature of whic.i
action Is to quiet the title of the
plaintiff to the north thlry-liv- e
acres of the southwest quarter of
Section 2fi. Township 10 North,
Range 3 East of tho N. M. P. M..
against the adverse claims of each
of you, and to bar and estop each
of you from having or claiming any
right, title or interest In said land
adverse to the plaintiff, and unless
you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance In said court and
cause on or before th 28th day ot
be
will
March, 1922, Judgment
rendered against you by default.
The names of the attorneys for
the plaintiff are Simms & Botts,
whose office and postoffice address
Is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court on this the 11th day of

February

1922,

FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
XOTICli.
2267.

Last Will nnd Testament of Mary
Lsora Willmarth, Deceased.
To Chorles A. Willmarth,
New Mexico; SouthSanatowestern
Presbyterian
rium. Albuquerque, N. M., and to
All Others to Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
deceased,
Mary Isora Willmarth
late of the county ot Bernalillo and
Mexico
was produced
State of New
and read In the Probate Court of
the county of Bernalillo, state of
New Mexico, on the 9'.h day of February. 1922, and the dav of the
proving of said alleged Last Will

and Testament
was
thereupon
fixed for Thursday, the 16th day of
March. A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this ourt, this 10th day ot
February, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
EX E l 'I'OU'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matlcr of the Estate of Alice
M. Frigan, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the ninth day
of February. 1922, duly appointed
Executor of tho estate of Alice M.
Fagan, deceased, by the Probate
Court of llernalillo
county, and
having qualified as such Executor,
all persons having claims against
tho estate of said decedent
are
hereby notified and required to
present the same to the undersigned in tho manner and within
t lie time prescribed
by law.
HERBERT F. FAGAN.
Executor.
Dated February 9, 1922.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of tho City Clerk ot
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex-luuntil 2 o'clock p. m. on March.
15, 1922. for paving, curbs, gutters,
storm sewers, grading and all necessary Incidentals or appurtenances
thereto, on the following named
streets in accordance with the provisional orders of the City Commission of the City of Albuquerque,
dated December 14, 1921:
East Coal avenue from the west
property line of High street to a
point 123 feet west of th west
property line of Broadway; West
Coal avenue from the east property
line of Fourth street to a point 29
feet east of the east property line
of Second street; South Third street
from the north property line ot
Silver avenue to the north property
lino of Coal avenue; South Fourth
street from the north property line
of Silver avenue to the south propSouth
erty line of Coal avenue;
Arno street from the south propto
avenue
lino
of
tho
Central
erty
north property line of Coal avenue;
North Edith street from the north
property line of Central avenue to
the north property line of Grand
avenue; East Grand avenue from
the east property line of Edith
street to the west property line of
High street: North High street
from the north property line ot
Centralavenue to the north property line of Grand avenue; South
High street from the south property line of Central avenue to the
south property line of Coal avenue;
West Gold avenue from the east
property line of Sixth street to the
east property line ot Ninth street.
Bids will be received on the following types of pavements:
conbitulithic on
(1)
crete base
on
bitulithic
(2) l'a-lconcrete base
(3) Topeka mix
bitulithic on
(4) lVa-iblack base.
1'4-ion
bitulithic
(5)
base.
concrete
reinforced
(6)

o,

n.

(7)
(S)

plain concrete
concrete
reinforced

(9)
plain concrete
(10) Car tracks of reinforced
concrete,
in.
bitulithic on 2
(11) IVi-lblack base.
The following Is an estimate of
tho work to be done as compiled
by the City Engineer:
36.219 square yards paving.
513.7 lln. ft. curb.
613.7 lln. ft. gutter.
anil
19,115 lin. ft. comb, curb
gutter.
224 lln. ft. single track car line.
118 lin. ft. double track car line.
12,067 cu. yds. earth excavation.
9.813 .q. ft. cement sidewalks.
The total estimated cost Is S
--

3.

One hundred
twenty weather
working days will be allowed In
which to complete the whole of tao
'
above work.
The city reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids. '
Each bidder will be required to
deposit with tho City Clerk to the
credit of the City of Albuquerque,
without
Indorsement, a certified
check of deposit In the sum ot
$5,000.00 as a guarantee that ho
s
will file all
required and
enter Into contract, if awarded to
hts)
him, according to the terms of cerbid, within ten days after the
Should
award.
tification of the
the contractor fail to file bonds Jh
an approved
surety company or
enter into a contract v.lth the Oly
of Albuquerque, then the certifil
check shall become forfeited
the
and
damages,
liquidation
money realized therefrom shall b.
of
the
City
turned Into the treasury
of Albuquerque.
JAMES N. GLADDING, ;J
City Manager,
Attest:
ADDIE W. McAVOY.
City Clerk.
--
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RUSSIAN FAMINE DUE TO POLITICS AND DROUGHT
idea of the extent and
SCANT of the Russian famine
that is taking its toll in hundreds of thousands is had here in
America. To get at the facts, this
obnewspaper sent several trained One
areas.
servers into the stricken
staff
of them was Raymond Swing,
Berthe
of
in
charge
correspondent
Mr.
report
Swing's
lin Eureau.
is a human undery
presented
standable document that is bound
to enlighten the reader.
to-da-

SWING.
By RAYMOND
Correspondence.)
(Special
Berlin, Saturday.
have a proverb:
peasants
Volga
commands thee, never show
bins." For
the bottoms of thy
this
famines,
previous
vears, even during
to
least
at
divine behest has been heeded,
for
saved
were
a great extent. Reserves
as well to
the next seeding, and enough
winter.
the
over
tide the great majority
in the
famine
drastic
The first really
is the present one,
the
Volga
of
history
for this time the bins are empty.
1391 help was
In the great famine of
itself. 1
district
the
from
forthcoming
man. a
business
met in Moscow an English
the
reported
had
who
former Journalist,
and
London
Tim,
the
for
1891
famine of
by
related how relief had been organized
as
Volga,
the
of
the "country gentlemen"
and how
landowners,
the
he designated
in favor
they had shown great
of their peasants.
But now, though certain rich peasants
are not sharing:
may have reserves, tbey
the bins of the
of
the bottoms of most
most generous
the
Not
bare.
by
Volga are
estimate of the harvest could the district
of the food
raise more than
summer.
next
live
till
to
through
necessary

this state of fullness they hustle and bound
along their tracks with the speed of express trains.
Just why automobiles and electric cars
must fly in Moscow will always be baffling,
it surely must be for the thrill of motion,
not for hurry's sake. For they are the
only objects endowed with alacrity in the
capital of the slowest governmental apparatus and of the most procrastinating
race in Europe. Fortunately there are not
many of these mad vehicles in Moscow, for
all Russia has only 5,000 automobiles in
running order (out of a total of 40,000),
pnd only a few car lines are operating.
Purh persons "s are making money can
afford the
shays, which clatter
slowly aloni? the rough pavements, and
which, desnito the faded fittings and
lethargic progress, are relatively expensive,
routine from 15.000 to 50.000 rubles a trip.
The rest of Moscow walks, walks hours
ench iriv tn nnii from work, to and from
thp markets, to and from the houses of
friends, walks In bare feet, in sandals with-ou- t
socio, in high military boots, mostly
malformed through too much service.
Poverty as seen in Moscow is remarkably
general and is not sot off, even after months
free trade and the accumulation of quite

Power of Lenine Weakened by Prevailing Distress and Death Because
of the Grain
h
Red Government Can Furnish Only
Required to Feed the Starving Its Worst Mistake Was in HarOne-fourt-

boring Hostility Toward Peasants

Herewith are shown two recent and impressive photographs of Russian famine refugees from the
from railway travelers
Volga River country. The little girl in the lower panel is begging for a crust
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Other Causes Caused Famine
Besides Misgovernment
The assertion has often been made that
the famine is the consequence of Bolshevik
mismanagement. Only in an indirect way
is thia true. When the Don valley, the
Ukraine and Siberia were cut off by civil
wars the Volga had to bear the strain of
feeding central Russia. And it was in thia
time that the bins were emptied. They
were emptied ruthlessly, by requisition,
often by force. The Communists in those
days were not organizing the land or in-

terested in perpetuating the traditional
methods of distribution. The peasants to
them appeared passive foes, "petty bourgeois," and beyond the pale of reform.
In their hostility toward the peasants
the Communists lost what may have been
the best opportunity to make the "great
Mperiment" succeed. If Instead of concentrating on the problems of industry
they had spent more energy on the problems of agriculture they might have
averted the dismal stagnation of this year.
Not all Bolshevik leaders were blind to
this chance. Lenine pleaded for reconciliation with the peasants months before the
Cronstadt uprising made the new economic
policy imperative.
Another assertion that the famine baa
weakened Bolshevik power also is not true
In the way it is commonly understood.
One must have been in Moscow and ridden
hours to
by "express" train for thirty-siSamara to comprehend how distant, geographically and mentally, the famine is
from the capital. It is no exaggeration to
Bay that Moscow is no more affected politically by the desolation on the Volga than
if the ten stricken governments bordered
on the Pacific.
What might the political influence be?
The refugees "marching on Moscow"? To
march on Moscow from Samara would be
like sweeping to New York on foot from
South Bend, Ind. Might it be concern for
the dying? The Moscow newspapers have
published about the same number of columns of descriptions of conditions as those
of New York. But there is this difference
between Moscow and New York the Russian capital hag become numb to human
misery; it has experienced so much itself.
True, it is deprived of bread and is told
that its share is destined for the Volga.
And scores of benefit "free trade" concerts
and plays are given for the famine victims.
And Communists are commanded by the
party to surrender all their gold, and
workers vote a fortnight's pyok, and even
a horserace is allowed, the Government
holding the bets, all on behalf of the suffering. The power of the Bolshevlki lies
to some extent in the submission of the
cities. But the famine as a human Issue
tas not affected this power.

Famine as an Issue
Has Not Affected Bolsheviks
I do not pretend to be an authority on
the famine or to know as much about it as
Kalenin, the president of the Soviet Republic. Kalenln was a peasant before he
became a metal worker and as the "peasant
president" he is renowned for his profound
knowledge of rural psychology and his superior wisdom in dealing with it. He recently completed a trip through the famine
area, taken in his special train, with the
company of one hundred Sovernment offOn this journey he talked to the
icials.
peasants boldly, challenged them to produce
their reserves and save themselves by cooperation. And when he returned to Moscow he wrote a long newspaper article,
which gave the impression that the Volga
situation might he saved without much foreign aid, and that matters already were
pretty well in hand.
But I have it on quite as good authority

.zzzz:,
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of the fall seeding could
perhaps
bo undertaken, thanks to a supply of grain
from other parts, the famine region will
bo weaker next year, and Russia as a whole
But that so
will be likewise weaker.
much suffering and so great a waste of
human life can have so little political
weight is in itself a gauge of the extreme

as Kalenin that 200,000,000 poods of grain
are needed to feed the hungry in the famine
area until the next harvest, and that the
Government can furnish at best only
of this. There are plans to borrow
the remainder from foreign creditors.
American relief is limited to the children,
and at the time I left Moscow it did not
provide by any means for all those in the
famine area, let alone the Moscow
children, with tholr 60 per cent,
tuberculosis and their infant mortality of
40 per cent.
As Many May Starve as Fell
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exhaustion of Russia.
It is hard to exaggerate the anxiety felt
in Moscow over the possible use, of the
American relief organization for counterrevolutionary purposes. American activities in the Murmansk intervention and
American support of the Kronstadt uprisOn the French Side in the War ing, and above all the admitted share in
I asked Kameniev, who is in charge of Bela Khun's overthrow by T. T. C. Gregory
official relief, what was to prevent as many of the American Relief Administration,
people dying from the famine as fell on the have ranked Americans, especially AmeriFrench side in the war. He moved his can relief workers, as moro suspect for
hands In a sudden gesture, as though he Moscow than any foreigners, excepting the
would like to wipe my suggestion out of French.
This reputation was already redeemed
existence, and said it was impossible. But
his preventive measure was a foreign loan. in part by the impression for integrity
Visiting villages eighty miles from rail- made upon Litvinov by Walter Brown, who
roads, where supplies can penetrate only conducted the negotiations at Riga, and it
on sleds after the Volga freezes in Novemsubsequently has been completely changed
ber, I found no evidence of an organization by the character of the American Relief
in that backward district. I do not know Administration men who entered Russia.
how food should be distributed over the I heard them unequ!voc?.!!y commended by
vast spaces even If it might be obtained by Bolshevik leaders, and the fears so acutely
the Government. And th9n I am skeptical felt in the bejlnning have disappeared.
ubout Russian "plans." In those particular villages the population already had be- Life in Moscow Is
One Long Motor Scare
gun to dia out, whatever Kalenin was writComing back from the famine district to
ing in Moscow, and the rest cannot survive
unless rescued. The greater part of the the comparative comfort of cities, what do
famine stricken are like these doomed vil- we find? The one persistent impression
lagers; they lie far from railways, with- Moscow makes is of penury. The swarms
out a modern organization to aid them. of emaciated people in the streets are
Hundreds and hundreds of thousands, even dressed in patches, the houses have not
millions, must die. And in Moscow, as in been painted in a decade, the dirty cobble
America, little about it will be remarked.
pavements are out of repair, the sidewalks
In some quarters outside Russia it la as- are actually perilous with holes. There is,
sumed that the famine must breed discontoo, a teeming Asiatic activity, contributed
tent in the Volga itself, so that if an army to by the incessant stream of carts and
invaded Russia bringing food, the country-bid- e wagons, the many pedestrians mostly carrywould rise against the Government.
ing bundles, the ubiquitous dilapidated
horse cab and the numberless pedlars linThe peasants are not by any means
I hear that their priests have ing the curb, as many as twenty to a block,
taught them that the famine is the punish- with trays of pastries, cigarettes, bread and
ment of God for their suffering the Bolshe- fruit.
A contemporary point is given the setvik! to remain in power, though more of
them, I imagine, may know it is the pun- ting by the terrifying Soviet automobiles.
ishment for baring the bottoms of their They plunge down the hill beyond the For- bins. But the Volga is a land of death and
disaster, not of rebellion.
An army bringing food might count on
a pitiful welcome, but not on recruits. And
what army is to march over scorched fields,
bearing its own supplies and food besides
slump In American export trade
for 15,000,000 people? The Volga is asking
for mercy, not revenge.
virtually smashed the sacred
This generalization holds despite the
dividing lines of the sea the hissmoldering enmity to the government of toric gap between a man and an officer.
the Kulaki, or "fists," who still are numer- Captains, engineers and mates, men who
ous in and about the Samara government.
possess licenses and who In their day have
These are bands of rich peasants, a class
occupied positions of command, are going
created by special privileges in the way to sea In subordinate
positions.
cf land ownership and endowment beoil tanker cleared the other day with
An
of
Czarist agrarian
stowed in times
licensed captains aboard. In addition
They remained a cohesive group three
after the revolution, seeking to protect to the man on the bridge, In the position of
their interests from the "poor peasants" quartermasters. There are several case on
whom the Bolshevlki backed against them. record of mates who have shipped as boFor a time their bands terrorized the suns and able seamen. Engineers take jobs
Samara district, coming into villages and as coal passers and oilers, not sullenly, but
killing oft the Soviet Mayor, his Communist with beaming faces.
comrades and the village school teacher if
At any time it Is not uncommon to find
If a punitive ex- men who have been empowered to command
she were a Communist.
pedition was heard of, they blew up bridges hard at work in the forecastle, but these are
and railroad tracks in its advance. Order
cases where the Individual was deprived of
was established in Samara only after a
been
sent down, and the his license through misbehaior of some
large force had
fact of the Red Army had been borne home kind drunkenness, cargo broaching, &o.
The American able seaman finds himself
to the peasant mind, both by heavy rein
a sad plight. Not only have wages been
in
no
and
numbers
its
by
appearing
prisals
materially reduced and the two watch syslonger to be flouted.
No one can pretend that the disaster of tem been restored, but ships are difficult to
find. Dozens of men mny bo seen lounging
15,000,000 peasants in a country even of
In the Shipping Board employRussia's magnitude docs not Injure the hopefully
ment office, day in, d.ny out. No matter
cannot
which
Government,
adequately bring what the Job, they snatch at it. Countless
relief. The future is Influenced by the abil- aro the instances ot able scamon, sailing ship
ity of the Volga to recover, and though men, with years of before the mast experi
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Office or race through the busiest
roads with shrill muffler whistles shrieking like demons of some dark dreams. No
matter where in' Moscow the sound of a
motor Is heard there Is an impulsive scurry
for safety to the sidewalk.
The few street car lines, too, run the
automobiles a close second in rush and
danger. They usually are so crowded that
they bulge with passengers, so that these
protrude from the back platforms like
things half stuffed into a pocket. And in

cign
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by the strong contrast ot
pretentious wealth. The boulevards of an
afternoon will display a few well fitting
attires and the handicraft of costly milliners. But on the whole every one's "best"
ot the earlier days, and looks it. It betrays the level of Moscow's stylishness to
record that the most prized apparel is a
black leather coat of the kind worn the
Some time ago
world over by chauffeurs.
the Government must have come into possession of a large stock of them, for they

fcizable fortunes,

1

Shipmasters Before the Mast Now

THE

s.
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ence, taking Jobs as deck boys and ordinary
seamen.
The youngster whose fancy leads him
down to the shipping has no opportunity
worth mentioning with these experienced
seamen bidding for the most insignificant
Jobs. Sometimes a Job In the pantry or in
the mess falls his way, but there, too, competition is keen, and if he gets the 1obdis-it
is because he is there when the others,
couraged, have gone away.
The foreign seaman is up against it even
harder. He is handicapped by his nationality, a handicap which he has to face even
In the offices of the private American ship
lines. At the Seamen's Church Institute
they can be seen any day in force, but there
are never enough Jobs to go round.
There are other ways of getting Jobs than
standing about offices. A innn can get a
ship by tramping along the waterfront askand whereabout
ing skippers, "How-aboand how soon do you go?" But it is a
wearisome task. There are numerous private shipping agents who represent private
lines and, in addition, sign crews for sailing
ships, yachts and tugs. Business there Is
at a standstill. An intcreHtlng feature is
the fact that no sailing ship goes
for sailors those days. The amount of sailing tonnage afloat, however, la decreasing,
eo that even this typo of Job is scarce.
Those are the conditions that breed beachcombers. There aro probably moro sailors
y
than
sponging on their comrades
thoro have been tn many years. Particularly
pathetic is the plight of the licened men
who, accustomed to largo earnings, and iu
ut

New

York

Herald.

many cases possessing dependent families,
to draw on their savings and to
tako whatever offers, however painful it be
to their pride. Where their treatment of
their subordinates has been rough in their
days of command, they are almost certain
to be subjected to an unenviable baiting.
Another factor which bears upon the job
shortage Is the fact that crews do not change
with the frequency of old. A sailor is usually asked at the end of a voyage if he desires
to sign on for the next voyage. This request
la being answered nowadays in the affirmative, and such a man usually receives preference when the time for signing the articles
for the new voyage arrives.
Able seamen would perhaps have a better
chance to get work suited to their attainments if they were not so bent on getting
work on Government owned and subsidized
vessels. Those vofaels are still run on the
three watch system, which among sailor
folk is known as "four on and eight off."
This means threo shifts of men and an eight
hour work day- - that is, four hours of work
alternated with eight hours rest. The old
system was "four on, four off," and the one
which prevails on the vessels ot all other
nations and on private owned vessels flying
the American flag.
Onco the plaint was that there are not
y
enough American born seamen.
there are hosts of them. The drive of the
navy and the merchant marine for recruits
made Inndluhbers (nto seamen In wholesale
quantities. When business is dull everybody
suffers, but the poor sailor is one of the
first to be hit.

are forced

To-da-

are to be met with everywhere, always on
the backs of important state functionaries,
who received them as part of their remuneration
Clothes', as Moscow has proved, do not
wear out. They can be mended and patched
ad infinitum. The chief caste distinctions
then become marked, not by elegance or
comfort, but by the skill with which old
garments are kept presentable. I attended
a concert in Moscow and scrutinized the
clothing of the audience, trying to learn
how men and women
living in what on all
aides is claimed as the most exhaustive
penury could still put up such a fairly well
groomed appearance. A closer inspection
showed the makeshift nature of it all.
Good looking hats were
merely old straws,
ingeniously sewed with bits of bright cloth
for a pattern. Dresses had been made over
to conform to the current Rtvloa nhrnnH
and as for shoes they fortunately could not
be
seen.

Fabulous Profits of Trade
No Longer Need Be Concealed
Now that free trade has como tn Btv
,! hard to believe that the absence
of spec-o-f

tacular luxury will be long maintained.
Plenty of "speculators" had grown wealthy

from commerce before it became
legal, only
inujr icareu 10 snow tnemselves becauso of
the police. The profits of trade now are
said to be fabulous in many
instances, and
it is certain that handsome private equipages, and great menages with lackeys in
uniform, and the other evidences ot Moscow's earlier commercial
prosperity will
soon be seen again.
Yet the beginnings of high
living are
etill somewhat cramped. One cannot pay
more than 100,000 rubles (less than $1.50)
for the best dinner in the Arbat, and even a
generous glass of imported wine costs only
35,000.
The prettiest tea room, near the
Tverskaya, demands only 50,000 for real
toffee and dainty luncheon sandwiches and
salad. A ticket to a concert costs 6,000 to
S.000.
Dozens after dozens of shops are
opening, but they are not yet filled with
that abundance of rich things which denote
a luxurious life.

New Free Trade Idea
Not Adopted

Generally

The new free trade is not yet ma!.:,-.- ' so
great a difference in the habits acc ol
during the Bolshevist regime. True, ;
one small department store is opti
ating, an institution expansive enough tc
employ cash girls and parcel wrappers. But
most of the licensees have gone Into business in' a furtive spirit, as though afraid
that If they made too great a show of success and piled up too tempting a Btock a
few decree would be issued one day and
their property be confiscated. Most of the
shops have begun timidly in a single room.
The first to open were flower and millinery
stores and hair establishments. The latest
have been food stores de luxe, with windows showing such an assemblage of all
the delicacies denied during the last years
that dense crowds throng before them as
long as there is daylight.
The large part of these stocks must
have emerged from hiding, for no import
is yet possible, and all merchandise was
formally if not effectively confiscated after
the October revolution. The hint is broadly
made that before long much more will be
brought out from secret places and the
Moscow shops will regain some of their
earlier opulence. Only recently the police
found five million dollars worth of silks in
a barn Just outside the city, and it is
natural to assume that other caches have
not been discovered.
When it becomes
safe to fill up the shelves goods will not be
wholly lacking from this source.
.

Loot of All Kinds Comes
From Citizens and the State
Government confiscation, however, meant
that enormous valuable stores were Beized
and stowed away or put under seal. I was
told that due to the ponderous processes ot
the inefficient bureaucracy, even to this
day an inventory of this property has not
been completed. And through the dishonesty of officials a vast value in confiscated
Eoods has returned to the channels of commerce.
No one in Moscow pretends to deny that
this is so. Lenine charges it in his
speeches, Communists accept it as part of
The assertion is even
their "problem."
rnado that virtually everything now on
sale in the way of merchandise has been
stolen from the State. How extensive this
wholesale filching may be no one can say,
not even the Government, which still has
no record of or successful control over its
possessions.
The new shopkeepers in some few cases
may be former merchants, but many licensees are novices in the field of commerce. One of the best restaurants in the
Arbat is operated by a former millionaire,
his wife and son. All three wait on the
guests, but do not hesitate to shake hands
with them first. And in calling for a
waiter the visitor must beware not to use
"tavarisht" (comrade) as he would to
nearly every one save a fallen bourgeois.
He must say plain "citizen." If he tries to
leave a tip he will find his money brought
back to him.
Near by is another restaurant opened by
the widow of the Czar's late Secretary of
the Navy. The wife ot one of Kerensky's
Ministers, who waa the daughter of one of
Moscow's richest merchants, presides over
the most successful tea room in town. It
cost her about 30,000,000 rubles (less than
$1,000) to pay for her fir,st year's license,
collect her equipment and arrange her
rooms, a sum beyond the reach of even the
previously well to do, but she had energy
and friends and now transacts a lively
business. She also deals in art objects on
commission and many a treasure from
some formerly resplendent house finds its
way Into her showcases, to be sold, like so
much in Russia, for a traction of its real
value.
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YOUR NEW SPRING
FRCCK MUST BE WEALTHY
OF KREPE KNIT

FFICiEHT HOUSEKEEFiHQ
Hi LAURA
SOME

A. KIRKMAN.

POT VIE

OMl-TTM-

lining the casserole and make
incisions in the crust with a knife

RECIPES.
A

has requested

Readr-Frlen- d

e
me to publish the following
recipes:
Chicken Pot Pie: Cut 4 pound
of salt pork Into small pieces and
put it in the bottom of a pot. When
melted over a hot fire, put into the
fowl which you
pot a three-poun- d
have cleaned, singed and disjointed. Let these pieces of chicken
fry In the fat until well browned,
then cover with hot water and let
simmer till tender, adding more
water as It boils away. Then season with salt and pepper to taste,
k
add 2 cup of rich cold
which has been mixed to a paste
with 4 tablespoons of flour, and
let simmer a moment more, till
thickened slightly.
The next step is to make a biscuit crust for the pie, as follows:
Mix and sift together 1 cup bread
flour, i teaspoons baking powder
4
In
teaspoon salt. Work into
this, with the finger tips, 1 tablespoon butter, and wet all with not
quite half a cup of sweet milk (it
should not be a very wet dough).
Toss lightly on a floured board
and pat with the handa to
inoh in thickness. Cut a strip two
inches wide and line the inside of
a casnerole or baking dish with
this. Now turn the hot chicken
mixture into thin and put the rest
of the dqugh on top (rolling the
into a circle piece).
Pinch the edges of the top crust
old-tim-

top-mil-

ono-ha-

lf

left-ove-

together with the

that

dough-Btri- p

2 BASEBALL CLUBS IN
WESTERN ASSOCIATION
WILL BE TRANSFERRED
(By The Amociuted Frris.t
Oklahoma City. Mar. 5. Transfer of two clubs In the Western
Association was agreed upon at
a meeting here today of the club
owners of the baseball organization. The Chlckasha, Oklahoma,
franchise is to go to Joplln, Mo.,
and Drumrlght, Okla., will be replaced by McAllister, Okla.. it
was announced, the only condition of the change depending on
whether tha district rules tomorwas
row that the association
within its right in the Chickasha-Jopll- n
transfer. The Joplin franchise in the Western League recently was . moved to Denver.
Should a hitch develop in the
transfer of the Chlckasha franchise, other arrangements will be
made to make room in the association for Joplin, It was said
by President E. A. Daniels. The
season starts April 20 and ends
Labor Day, with a schedule of
140 games.
Although it was reported last week that a proposition would be made at today's
meeting by Joplin parties to consolidate the Western association
and the Southwestern league, possibility of a consolidation was
W.
only informally today.
C. Sanderson,
of Henrietta, was
elected first vice president, succeeding J. W. Zabough, of Fort
Smith, resigned.
Dudley Bran-tioof Enid, was elected a director, filling the vacancy caused
by tho death of J. H. Shaw, president of the Enid club.
dis-cus-

n,

PROMPT RATIFICATION
OF ARMS TREATIES IS
GOAL OF COMMITTEE
Br Tha Anirlnlrd Prm.l
New York, Marcn o. prompt
of treaties proposed
ratification
bv the armament conference "as
submitted to the senate by the
president of the United States,"
is the goal of committee for treabeing recruited
ty ratification
of
through the Federal Council
the Churches of Christ in AmerforW.
ica. Oeorge
Wickersham,
mer United States attorney general, is chairman of the movement. James Bryne and Samuel
Gompers have been chosen vice
chairmen and Dr. Charles S.
secretary. Scores of
other prominent Americans are
named as active members of the
committee.
"This committee emphatically
commends the work of the Washington conference and most urgently urges the senate promptly
to ratify the treaties agreed upon
as submitted by the president of
the United States," said a resolution adopted as the platform of
the committee.
of
Organizations
in all states and the larger
citlos of the nation will be begun at once, Mr. Wickersham announced.
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to allow for escape of steam. Place
in a hot oven and bake about 25
minutes, or until crust is brown.
Invert on a platter to serve.
Veal Pie: Uuy from your buthch-e- r
2 pounds
of veal from the
knuckle, and cut it Into small
pieces.. Poll these pieces in flour
and fry till brown in bacon fat or
drippings. Then cover with cither
canned clear soup (consomme, or
with ordinary soup stock, well seasoned), add 1 large onion minced,
and let simmer till the meat-piecare tender. Then add
cup of
canned peas and 4 tablespoons of
to
mixed
a
flour
paste with a little
cold water. Let boil up a moment,
to thicken it, and turn it, very hot,
into a baking dish lined as described above wilh biscuit dough.
Or you may simply turn it Into a
dish which has no biscuit, lining,
and have only a crust on top. Bake
25 minutes in a good oven.
Pie: Buy 1
pounds of veal from the knuckle
and cut it into small pieces, rollins
these in flour and frying them In
2 tablespoons
of bacon fat until
brown. Cover them with 2 cups
of Roup stock. Add a slice of raw
carrot, and one of raw onion, and
let simmer till tender. Then add
cup of cooked and minced ham
and 2 pint of washed oysters.
Thicken with 3 tablespoons of flour
mixed to a paste with cold water,
and turn nil into baking dish or
casserolo while still boiling hot.
Set a biscuit crust on top and bake
25 minutes in a hot oven.

svw' feus
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In the

80

years from

1920, tho cost of

1S0O

to

lighting the

homo by electricity has been
reduced from 89 cents per 1,000
candle hours to 11 cents.
Principally it was because of remarkable inventions and discoveries, resulting from long and patient research in laboratories, that
the cost was made lower and lower. Efficient factory methods also
had a bearing on this situation.
There has not been a year in tho
span of three decades that cost did
not drop noticeably except sine
1916, when the reduction has been
but a fraction of a cent each year.
The quality of light furnished,
meanwhile, lias increased almost
beyond comparison, as those who
recall the
carbon
type of lamp will appreciate.
Three different styles of incandescent lamps were popular durins
this period. The.
power
carbon lamp was the most popular
from 1890 to 190B. In that year
the Gem was introduced and tho
lamp of that make was
the most popular. Then the Mazda tungsten lamps arrived
and
from 1908 to 1920 tho
Mazda has been the most popular
for general household lighting.
The cost of lichling by electric10
ity for householders dropped
cents between 1890 and 1S92. By
1900 it was down to 60 cents per
1.000 candle hours; by 1908 it was
down to 4 3 cents; by 1910, to 18
cents; and in 1916 it fell to 11
cents.
Although most peonle will not
realize it, because they haven't
any tangible dollars and cents results in their hand, this has nev-

&
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BY ELOISK.
Krepe knit is the newest fabric
for spring. It is a woven material
of silk, the back is like tho back
of tricolctte and the face is like
ratine. It is really a silk eponge.
It is being fashioned into suits,
dresses and sports coats and
capes. It makes smart three-piec- e
suits and it often ia used to trim
other materials.
This afternoon frock pictured
is made of black krepe knit combined with beige Canton crepe.
The krepe knit forms a deep hem
on the skirt and sleeves.
A note
of scarlet appears in' the silk emwhich
tho
marks
broidery
Joining
of tho two fabrics. The wide
sleeves and round neckline are
features of tho new spring modes.

LIGHT PULL CHAINS
ARE MADEJEAUTIFUL

Not content with efficiency and
convenience,
nearly every electrical device which Is invented,
has an element of
beauty as well; for no sooner is
it placed upon tho market than
some attachment follows which
adds to ils attractiveness.
This is evidenced in the case of
the
lamp sockets. For
a long time tho ordinary brass
was
chain
accepted as standard
despite the fact that It often
failed to blond with the fixtures
or furnishings In the room in
which it was used. Hoinc-mak- era ana interior decorators all
over the couptry finally rebelled
against the ordinary brass chain
and substituted colored cords, rib
bons and beaded chains and recently a progressive
manufacturer placed a lino of colored
decorativo chains on tho market
which
harmonize
with lamp
standards and shades.
These
chains average about eight inches
in length and are finished with
ertheless meant a
submetal or glass balls, silk tassels
stantial saving to thesurprising
average fam- - or beaded ornaments and can be
,jlv. . ...nB.l0.,nl J earlv home light- - secured in a
number of colors
j
ins uui oi tne country today is ap- and styles.
1, 000, 000, 000.
proximately
The
yearly bill bf the average
small
PIONEER RANCHMAN IN
consumer is estimated at $20.
pull-cha-

in
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BOY ACCIDENTALLY
SHOT THROUGH HEART
.
(By TIi Asunelntrd I'reii.l
Hackensack, N. J., March 6.
Among the many chums who
mourned today at the bier of
Philip Waeger of Allendale, was Harold Vermeulen. 12,
who accidentally shot and killed
him yesterday while they were
playing "Wild West."
The Vermeulen boy was
rifle given him by his
ins; his playmate
a new small

MESILLA

VALLEY

DIES

(Sr.frl.il forrcspiiiKlfnce to The Journal.)
State College, N. M., March 6
a. f. hiewart, 63, a resident of the

Mesllia valley for many years,
died at his homo west of Mesilla
Park at 7:30 Saturday morning
from hardening of the arteries.
Mr. Stewart had been ill for two
ojys.
unring the first night he
wus in ne iiau two doctors
with
him all the time. The next .ln tin
felt better and Saturday morning
ue got up ana ate pis Breakfast and
remarked to Mrs. Stewart that the
barn doors should be closed, so shn
father.
stepped out to close them and
"Let's play wild west," sug- when she returned he was
nearly
gested Wagger. "You be the cowboy and I'll be the Indian."
Stewart had been a promi
Jr.
A moment later Wagger was nent ranchman in this vallev for
shot through the heart.
many years.
show-calib-

re

BUFFALO BILL'S GRANDNIECE DESERTS
WESTERN RANCH FOR CAREER IN DRAMA

I'r .at.)
March 5. Governcollected
ment revenues
during
operJanuary the first month of law-shation of the revised tax
a decrease in receipts of
nearly $65,000,000 compared with
January 1921, according to reports complied tonight by the internal revenue bureau.
Receipts
during January aggregated $131,000,000 against the
$196,000,000 for the same month
last year, the major shrinkage
being in the income and profits
taxes which declined from $87,- 000,000 to $44,000,000.
Collections under the national
prohibition act increased nearly
$50,000, receipts tor January ag
gregating $214,000 compared with
$164,000 in Janury, 1921. The advance was accounted for by an
increase of $144,000 in taxes on
Krape brandy used in fortifying;
sweet wines, all the other Hems
showing decreases.
(Ry The Agaoelnted

owed

De-

"Women of wealth," snld Miss
Virginia Wolcott, domestic science
expert and lecturer, "know that the
service of maid and cook and
laundress is far too expensive in
money and food and housing to be
wanted in performing household
tasks by extravagant hand-powmethods. Therefore they are studying electricity."
"And believe
me," she said,
"these women, no matter how
much money they may have, are
in the
always deeply engrossed
kind of economy they can measure
in dollars and cents.
They study
the topics I introduce to them,
they ask questions, demand
desire to be shown every new
method of procedure
and every
step In substituting electric power
for the costlier and less dependable
woman power. They are not too
proud to roll up sleeves and take
hold, themselves, of Hie washers1
and ironera
and dishwashers
show them.
They poke Into oblevers and
scure places, handle
buttons and switches, and thor
oughly familiarize themselves with
the working details of machines
shown, in order to be qnalllled to
teach their helpers how to use
them to tho best aCvaitace."
In tho pact the statement has
frequently been made that it. was
only In homes of wealth that real
economy of management was practiced, while Miss Wolcotfs observations regarding tho keen interest
shown bv wealthier women in
home engineering topics, verify the
belief that these homes do emphasize economic management, yet according to this teacher there la
shown
eagerness
Just as much
among other classes to learn how
to do h usework by modern approved methods.
"Economy," said Miss Wolcott,
"is being introduced into American homes tift fast as women 'can
learn it. And they grasp every
opportunity, nt club, school, by attending public demonstrations, by
reading everything on home topics
they can lay their hands onnewsp-of
not excepted
aper advertising
increasing their store of knowledge
on this topic.
Dislmashlng.
devices,
Among the
evokes, porhrrps,
dishwasher
the
the liveliest interest amontf Mias
Wolcott's pupil""Will it reallv wash dishes? t
they ask doubtfully. And "docan
it break them up dreadfully'.'"
"That's tho reason" Is the trium
talker pointsn
phant answer as the which
has
to her dishwasher,
the offing while
talk is bein made.
(hp,- dishwashing
labor-savin-

g

am about to write of Jean Starr STRIKE IN
MEXICAN
rjntermeyer, the public poet, rather
CAPITAL IS SETTLED
than the private if not ullent partner. True, tho lady is why con(By Tlie Aiwoelntrd I'rma.)
ceal it longer the mother of my
Mexico
child, but that small, common conCity. March 5 (by the
nection need not pervert a lost ap Associated
car
Press). Ptreet
or
per work: she K alter
praisal
.v
mar- - sumed tins morn rs nn l the
lu
I'uige.
iric plants are functioning
Mr.
Nevertheless
Untermcyer
a settlement lata
was forced to the conclusion that, last tiiglfollowim?
t of the differences
'wife or no wife, Jean Starr Unter-meythe
ami
Is one of the country's least the Mexican electrician! union comand power
but
most striking pany, which light
peetaculnr
in a strike
resulted
In reply to the question. tieing called last
poets."
Thursday.
"Is romance In a wife?" Mr.
answer Is undoubtedly
There are a many a five cubs in
"Yes!"
a litter.

SHE IS KNOWN AS
POET, MUSICIAN,
WIFE AND MOTHER
J

SmisI (ixhnfar
m,

fast

Matrons'

club,

O.

will meet with Mrs. H. F
wall at 3 p. in.

American Legion
meet at the armory
Ktwanls "Passing
School auditorium

auxiliary

at

will

2: 30 p. m.
.Show at High
at 8:15 p. m.

in

rl

nor-trinll- y,

ELECTRIC CURRENT
BRINGS J3IG RETURNS

Ten cents

in electric current!

Not u large sum, to be sure. And

according to an analyst who has
looked into the subject,
this
quantity o electricity will do an
impressive amount of work. Based
on a supposed rate of 10 cents
per kilowatt hour, It would accomplish any one of the following
tanks:
Operate a six pound flat iron
30 minutes a day for four
days.
Do a one hour's washing each
day for five days.
Hun a vacuum cleaner one
hour
each day for 10 days.
Operate Bevving machine 20 consecutive hours, providing the sewing niaehino motor does not exceed 50 watts in
rating.
Drive an electric
fan four
hours a day for nearly a week
provided the fan motor Is not
rated higher than 50 watts.
Operate a heating pad five
uay ior six days, provided the
of tho pad does
not exceed rating
35 watts
a
lamp
for about two hours apower
day for so
days.

""
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STOLE FINERY TO GIVE
TO GIRL
FRIENDS, TWO
MEN ARRESTED CLAIM
(By The Amnrlntrd
Han Francisco, Calif., PrM.)
March 5.
Two employes of a
alarm

burglar
protective cervice were arresled
here early today in a woman's novelty shop and $100 worth of feminine lingerie which officers stated
they were in the act of taking, was
returned. Tho two. Arthur Koonig,
night manager of the American

District
Telegraph
company's
burglar
protection
service, and
I.loyd Lang, special policeman of
the same service, told officers that
they were taking the finery to give
to girl friends,
according to the
police report on the case.

CATHOLIC PRIEST IS
SEVERELY BEATEN AND
TARRED, FEATHERED
(Hy Tha Asni'lut,.(I rriw,.)
Slaton, Tex., March 5. J.

-

,-
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SPRING OXFORDS
8fc4ti& iZUScfa,.,

We have just received a large shipment of the latest Spring Oxfords and can offer you the best
values in years on these new shoes.
THE PRICES RANGE FROM

a

Jean Starr Unterraeyer.
Jean Starr t'nter
have solwil admirably the problem
of tho wife and mother e.igaged In
tho arts. She specializes in being'
a good mother and her friends say
(hat she is a model housekeeper,
but tho vorld at large knows her
for her two volumes of poetrv,
"(irowing Pains" and
Out
of Darkness."
Mrs. rntcrmeyer, who Is a na- live of Zanesville, Ohio, is the wife
or i.otiLs I. ntermeyer, the well
known poet and critic. She nssisls'
him in his literary work us the'
acknowledgments in the prefaces:
of Mr. I':itermeyer's books show.1
And with all these notivilies Sirs.:
l'ntermeyer has the ndded distinc-tion (if being an accomplished
sician. She sings, plays the piano
and even composes music. Her in-- 1
tense love of music
almost all of her poetry.pervades
reMr.
Recently
l'ntermeyer
viewed his wife's poems which have
been published by D. W. Huebsch.
Inc. He wrote in part:
"Criticising one's wife Is often a
daring and always a dangerous
pafitlme. Hut criticising one's better half in public Is, I have been
d
told by
husbands, a'
doubly reckless adventure. How
much more hazardous
and still
more fascinating
is tho ritual ion
of the husband preparing to review
his wlf;'s latest hook.
Hut being a member of the critical tribe myself I immediately as- sumo my most frigid and imper-- :
sonal manner and declrre that l'

a

$5.00 to $7.00

ciAPiLws

S

209 West Central Avenue.

HE

PROTECTS YOU

1

One of the objects of the National Association of Real Kstate Boards, of
which the local board is a member, is
to protect the public against unethical,

-'

improper or fraudulent practices by
real estate men or irresponsible brokers by the affixing of the word "Realtor" to advertising matter, stationery,

baltle-soarre-

etc.

The word "Realtor" protects you. All

I!

re-I-

th-m- ob

rcmij-washe-

MM "REALTOR"

This Is

No. 3 of

Skin Tortured BaMes Sleep

a scries.

Albuquerque Realtors are real estate
men; but not all real estate men are
Realtors.

Mothers Rest

iilkquerque

After Cuticura

stafi

Real

Swifi,0iiltmrn(.Talrani,25p
rvrrynhmro. Forsarnplm
aritjreM: Ct:tleiirftl.liorAlorJl.Depk.X.MlJlQ.Ikfla.

Class."

Then dishes ere gathered up
possibly the dishes in which a
dainty luncheon, prepared earlier
In some of the electrified cooking
devices which have been under discussion, has been served to the
women and placed in the dishwasher by the doubtful ones themselves, under tho talker's direc-of
tions.' Ana, after the fun
watching the process of scientif
Willi
interspersed
dishwashing,
many merry jests and ouips between teacher and pupils. It
than likely that the questioners will declare they never before
saw such "really" clean dishes as
these which emerge, entirely sterilised, from the boiling water into
which human hands could not go;
and that, as for breakage, the
dishwasher ought to wipe it off the
map.

'P:li

SPRING IS
COMING
AND THEN A

1"

I
SPRING IS
COMING
AND THEN A

RUUD

RUUD

SITUATION AT FIUME
IS CONSIDERED GRAVE
(Br The Auorlutod I'rpM.)
Rome, March 5 (by the Asso
ciated Press). The situation at
Flume la considered most grave.
The Italian government feels the
delicacy of the position in which
Premier Facta and Foreign Minis
ter Schanzer have been placed, but
is determined to respect loyally
the treaty of Frappe.
The view of the government,
however, is that it must combine
with ita desire to maintain inter
national pledges end live on terms
of peace and cordiality with Its
neighbors, consideration for the
Italian national feeling. The first
object of the cabinet, therefore, in
ot oraer in
the
Flume. To this end 500 carabi
neers have been sent to reinforce
an equal number of carabineers al
ready in Flume. A brlgaue ot infantry also is on the spot. Tho
army corps at Trieste also has been
ordered to supply further forces If
these should be considered neces
sary.

"NOT HOT YET!"

How often have you said the very self same thing about
your own boiler?
How often have you wished for some new arrangement
that would give you plenty of hot water quickly? How
often have you been set back in your kitchen and household work because your hot water system was so slow?
How often have you had to delay your washing again
and again during the day while you waited for the water
to get hot? Do you call that comfort? Is that conven-

ience?
Most certainly here is where your home needs improvement.
If you "transform your present slow and
boiler heating method into a quick and modern
system you will have
brought about a great and better change.
Now, when we tell you that you can 'do all this to'day
at a very small expense the very first thing that enters
your mind is "HOW?"
old-fashion-

FOR THAT "FLU" COCGII
relief from the wearing coughs that "hang; oA" after
the grippe or influenza, take
Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. 0.
Drake, Childs. Md.. writes: "After
an attack of the flu th. t left me
with a severe cough nothing seemed to relieve me till I tried Foley's
Honey and Tar which I can highly
recommei d." It is also good for
croup, whooping cough and colds.
Miss Helen Cody Allen.
It puts a eoothing. healing coating
over the Inflamed surfaces, cuts the
Miss Helen Cbdv Allen, erandnfem of f)ta lafa
nrjllt.M v
phlegm, eases hoarseness, clears Cody, "Buffalo BiU," wu
the air passages. Bold everywhere. last Juno and chose We graduated from 'finishing, school In the east
on the Helen Cody ranch at Cody, Wyo., for
There sro 760 women physicians! her future home. But the stage called her and as Claire Cody she is
soon to appear behind the footlights. ,
and surgeons in Illinois.

t.

'

R. S
Aspin- -

Keller, local Catholic priest, was
taken to a lonely Bpot near this
town las; night, severelv beaten
and tarred and feathered by a party of masked men.
No reason Is assigned for thei'
iuw T i r.kpd the ladies- r,t tne mm action.
The Key. Keller savs
tn allow me to have a dishwasher
told him they were not tho
hm.rht In We will now proceed ku klux
klan, but were composed
to find out ilietncr it
dishes clean, and whether of both Protestants and Catholics
yon think it could ever Keep up
with Hetty or Mary or your dusky
Hyacinth in gnashing china ami

Trot.)
Acceptance
Chicago, March 6.
by the government of Henry Ford
offer for the Muscle Shoals project
In Alabama was urged today In
resolution adopted by the Chicago
Federation of Labor.
John Fitzpatrlck, president of
the Chicago federation, character- ized Mr. Ford'a offer as the "lesser
of two evils," asserting that under
the regime the workers would
have a better chance to obtain
He expartnership in the future. that
the
pressed belief, however,
Ford offer to the government was
too low.
of
Mrs. Theresa Trumbauer,
Waterloo, was Iowa's first woman
savings bank president.
(By The Asooelutod

quick:
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Elec-

ACCEPTANCE OF FORD
OFFER IS ADVOCATED,

GOOD

-

in I he Home

Ensemble Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. C. T. French at 2:30
!
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vices Are Used By All TEN
CENTS INVESTED
Economical Housewives.
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Washington,
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Lecturer Says
trical Labor Saving
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ELECTRIC BILLS
HAVE BEEN CUT
MUCH SINCE '90

l

THEIR HOMES
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DECREASE SHOWN IN
REVENUE OF U. S. IN
MONTH OF JANUARY
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COLDS
PHEST over
throat and chest

;

'
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Install a Ruud Gas Tank Heater

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 93

Apply
cover with hot flannel cloth.

V? 0
v vapiORUQ
Om 17 Millionat Uitd Ymlg

Don't fail

to attend the

Kiwanis Show tonight and Tuesday night
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THE RATON RANGE CRITICIGIiS.
The Raton Range takes the Journal severely to
task for our criticisms of Mr. Charles Springer. It
recites his services on the Council of Defense during the war; his efforts on the Highway Commis-l;ohis building of irrigation projects; his raising
of fine cattle and his development of coal mines.
Such a record should protect him from criticism
in the opinion of the Range.
Mr. Springer did render signal service during
the war. So did thousands of unthanked others.
Ho has done and is doing many things worthy of
In several respects ho is a highly
commendation.
useful citizen. The Journal knows nothing of his
private character. It is not disponed to criticize
Mr. Springer in his private relations.
Rut, Mr. Springer must entirely revamp his Ideas
of his duly as a citizen to his stale, if he Is to
avoid neutralizing all the good which may be said
Ho entertains an entirely erroneous conof him.
ception of what constitutes proper conduct toward
his fellow citizens. As he meets men as individuals
he is kindly, benevolently and generously disposed.
But when he looks upon the public' as a whole he
regards it as proper grist for his mill.
Mr. Springer is a. very shrewd business man; an
astute politician and an adroit manipulator of men.
The possession of such gifts imposes upon him thu
duty of rendering more than ordinary services and
of showing more than ordinary fidelity to the general well being. Possessing the ability to do more
for the people than most men. it should be his will
and pleasure to use that ability for the public good.
As long as the question involved does not affect
the business interests of Mr. Springer and his associates ho is ready to render impartial service to tho
people. But tho instunt the special interests whicti
he represents have anything at stake, Mr. Springer
gets all he can take.
This gentleman has extraordinary influence in
the legislature by reason of his unusual ability. In
1915 he used that influence to procure the passage of a mine tax bill which the very conservative
report of Mr. Findlay says exempted his coal conIf tho rate
cerns from $1, 500, 000 of assessments.
of taxation In his county is three per cent this
means that they escaped about $45,000 a year In
taxes. If this occurred for six years it amounts to
a rather tidy sum. As a matter of fact
$270,000
this is rather under than over the amount which
Other
his manipulations saved for his concerns.
citizens have been compelled to pay these taxes, for
the money had to come from other sources.
We might Bhow other Instances of Mr. Springer's
wrong conception of his public duties but our purThe Journal j
pose is not to persecute any man.
merely seeks to arouse the public to a realization
of what it allows such men to do to it and to
prompt these men to think upon the question of
public morals.
The power or skill to escape Just such burdcn3
of government does not Justify men in using it.
Common decency' should lead them to do their full
share. The finger of public scorn should coerce
them when they use their power wrongfully.
The Journal has no feud with Mr. Springer. It
has a quarrel with some of his practices and Intends to make and keep such practices unpopular
in New Mexico. Our only reason for such a course
is from a sense of public duty. It would be more
agreeable to have Mr. Springer's good will.
The Range ridicules us for our constant harpreing upon the ethics of citizenship. Some of its
marks are unworthy of the usual high character
But we understand tho Influof that Publication.
ences which Impelled the Range to take such a
position. That It felt so impelled is added proof
of tho fact that public morals In New Mexico are
at a low ebb and are in need of being prodded Into
new life.
The average man has sufficient ability to support his family and be a respectable and responsible citfzen. In the last analysis, most private failures are moral failures. New Mexico has sufficient
ability to run a state in a Just and capable fashion.
Its failures are moral failures. The moral sense of
the community is not acutely aroused to resent inand down-rigdishonesty
justice,
among public men. Until this sense is aroused and
efficiency, justice and integrity are demanded In
our public relations, our ills can not be cured.
n;
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That there would be found those to criticise the
works of the Washington conference everyone knew.
Pacific pact would draw tho
That the
fire was also fairly certain. But the country must
bear In mind one important fact in connection with
that and all the other results of the conference.
Every treaty, every agreement, every resolution,
every declaration Is based on good faith. The good
faith of every slgnnantory nation is explicitly implied
by that signature. The United States, through its
delegation, has interpreted in the conference each
of these documents as It understands them, This
interpretation Is on record; it expressly defines the
extent to which the United States la interested In
each phase of the problems touched by the treaties.
The treaties having not time but good fafth as
the essence of the contracts', and the United States
having left no room for misunderstanding as to the
basis on which she has committed herself to those
agreements, any violation of that good faith, inny willful misinterpretation of the things
cluding
on which this country has clearly expressed its
position, would release this country automatically
er
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Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

I

By Howard

"Look, Uncle Wiggily! See what
I have!" barked Jackie Bow Wow,
the little puppy dog boy, one morning, stopping on his way to the
hollow stump school, to hold up
his little paw In front of the bunny
rabbit gentleman.
"My goodness! Don't tell me you
have caught the Fuzzy Fox or th
Woozie Wolf!" exclaimed Undo
wiggily.
"Course not! How you s pose
I'd have the Fox in my paw?"
asked Jackie, laughing.
"Well, I didn't know for sure, of
course," explained Uncle Wiggily,
with a twinkle of his pink nose,
and then Jackie knew the bunny
gentleman was only joking. "What
have you in your paw, Jackie?"
,
asked the rabbit.
"A penny," answered the doggie
boy, "and I'm going to buy something with it."
"Well, don't buy too much candy," advised Mr. Longears.
"You
"Pooh!" barked Jackie.
can't buy too much candy for a
penny!"
"Well, then buy something useful," chuckled Uncle Wiggily, as
he hopped along over the fields
and through the woods, for he
wanted to have an adventure that
day.
Jackie trotted off by himself, on
his way to recite his lessons to the
lady mouse teacher In the hollow
stumo school. And on the road
Jackie stopped in a toy Btore and
spent his penny.
sata mo
"Whatever happens,
nice old lady cat who kept the toy
store, "you mustn't take that out
in school, Jackie!"
I won't!"
promised
"No'm,

n

FOLKS WHO PAY NO ATTENTION TO THE SELECTION OF THEIR SEED

"WHY IS IT r NEVER,
GET ANYTHING, EUT
YA

Crabbscrawlings
RUMORS, WII;I AND UNBRIDLED.
Now listen, my children, and you shall hear,
th rnmlntr race for commissioner!
'Tis said that Bob and Carl nnd Clyde
May bo called on to grease the slide,
On which poor Mc and Walt and Jack
Will scoot to Helen Gone and back;
Or may be Lovelace. Doc, the prince,
Will be called on to make them wince
At any rate, the City Hall
United will stand or united will fall.

(f

O

O

o

O

O

O

O

Vital statistics in the motion picture world: Two
murders to every marriage, and no children.
o o
O
The first of tho month is bothersome, trying to
a mistake somewhere,
made
bank
prove that tho
ANOTHER PHILANTHROPIST AT LARGE.
FOR PALE Slightly used furniture, D00 per
cent less than
factory prices. Journalad
O

HTMMIV TO THE RYE.
If a body meet a body,
Transportnting rye,
Ought a body tell a body,
Even tho he's dry?
CHORUS.
Ev'ry lassie hae her bottle,
Nane they say, hae I,
Yet all the lads they rail on me,
Since prohib of the rye.

If

NEEDEVT HE SURPRISED IF THEY DON'T GET WHAT

a body see a body.

Book

Passin' rye aroun',
Ought a body Join a body,
Or just on him frown.
Amang the twain there is a stein,
I'd dearly love one mysel',
What's Its name or whence It came,
I dinna choose to tell.
Harriet Lauder.
O

O

O

Under the title "Money Makers" a local roil
estate denier advertised in this paper, "Home, with
Income, three rooms, equipped for chickens " and
wants
a gentleman
to know what, besides a lip stick and powder puff,
is considered chicken equipment these days.
O

O

O

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
The postman made two deliveries of mail Friunknown.
Cause
day.
It was so cool on the Heights the early part of
Inst week that ladies sitting out on porches found
wraps not uncomfortable.
O O O
Her demise wasNjue to ailments incident to old
age. She is survived by her husband and five living
children.
Grant Co. (Ky.) News,
O

O

O

In your hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please "
of
(That's enough
that.)
"Oh woman!

O

O

O

If crude oil was any good as a shampoo, do you
suppose John D. would be leaving his hair on the
dresser every night when he goes to bed?
O

O

O

YES! JUST BEYOND THE PEARLY GATES.
Sir: Is this Gold avenue that you live on an offshoot of Prospect street? Li'l Sweetheart. (Chgo.)
O

O

O

O

O

O

The woman who does not Paint and powder may
have a man's respect, but she does not get his attention.
LEARN TO TODDLE, VIRGINIA:
I've never been a sinner,
I'll never be a saint,
I ought to be a winner.
But darn it all, I ain't!

Va.

O

O

O

We often wonder why some bruising
doesn't pick an original name, like Kid
or Young Something-or-Othe- r.
O

O

Reel.

battler

O

Margot, "the grandmother of the flapper," may
scorn American women, but there are a lot of men
In tho United States who do not envy Mr. Asquith.
O

O

O

kind.
Sir: Funny weather we've bepn having! Week
before last it was bo warm the girls wore their furs;
last week it was so cold they had to take them off.
Peg Top.
O
O o
The British concocted and named three new
cocktails In honor of Princess Mary's wedding, Our
latest should bo called "Gates Ajar,"
O

O

o

ADD OFFICER EXERCISES.
Mr. McAdoo "then sprang from his desk to demonstrate how a steer is overtaken, caught and
thrown in the famous western sport of 'bulldog-ging.- "
" Associated Press.
O

O

O

A young woman in Atlantic City carried a raccoon to match her furs.
Dames with skunk wraps refuse to follow suit.
O

O

O

O

O

What has become of the
where nobody felt at home but the corpse?
O

parlor

OUT WHERE- THE WEST BEGINS.
(Apologies to Arthur Chapman.)
Out where the flivver Is driven wide open,
Out where the stores are with mall orders copln',
That's where the west begins;
Out where the moonshine Is said to be meaner,
And "sandstorms do nothing but make the air
Cleaner,"
Where the men are all lean and some of them

Uarlt

UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
PENNY WHISTLE.

S"

O

B.

Copyright, 1621. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

No noiso like a great spontaneous demand that
heard
Bryan represent it In the senate has yet been
from Florida.

from adherence.
leaner.
Any one of the treaties is broken directly its
That's where the west begins.
essential elements or any one of them is flouted.
The essential element of all of them is good faith.
Out where the easterners say things are higher,
And credit Ib granted regardless of buyer,
where the west begins;
It hat Just been ascertained that a man who has OutThat's
all blow like the devil,
where the
served fourteen years in a Wisconsin prison for And natives in zephyrs
boosting are "dead on the level,"
worse.
have
been
'murder is Innocent, but it might
A movio and sundae's considered a revel.
That's where the west begins.
FARMER
AGAIN.
HELPING THE
Out where the seekers for health are all flocking,
And crawl into bed and never cease knocking,
where the west begins;
Senator Ladd of North Dakota represents an OutThat's
where the doctors ard swell undertakers
agricultural constituency. He has always been a Are making more money than lots of the fakers,
friend, of the farmer and because of that he be- Where there's a good chance for a few cofflnmakera.
That's where the west begins.
came well enough known to be sent to the United
O
O o
States senate. He was a professor In the agriculAnd thr winds, like the poor, we have with us
his
took
and
Dakota
Job
of
Xorth
tural college
always and all ways.
( ''T. B. C."
,

NOBODY'S FAULT BUT OUR OWN.

The government has changed the form of the
peace dollar so it will stack. This is plainly in the
interest of the rich.

Prohibition has increased the amount of lawlessness in the United' States, but it is a different

GOOD FAITH IS THE BASIS.

four-pow-

When tho farmers were dissatisfied beseriously.
cause of the grading methods used by the grain
buyers, Professor I.add erected a little mill on the
college campus and proved that the buyers wer;
wrong and taught the farmers how the grain ought
The people of North Dakota beto be graded.
lieved such a man likely to help them more if they
put him Into a bigger office, and so Professor Ladd
is in the senate.
In his cargerness to justify the good opinion of
the people who elected him, he has introduced n
bill which he thinks will help the farmers out of
their period of hard times. He proposes that the
government shall fix minimum prices for corn,
wheat, cotton and sheep, and shall Insure the growers against loss by buying up their surplus
conditions.
Losses are unpleasant in business and the farmers of North Dakota undoubtedly will be very grateful to Senator Ladd is he succeeds in insuring them
against ever having losses again in their business.
But the method which Mr. Ladd proposes needs
some explanation to" insure for it the united support of all citizens. Just what the government
would do with the surplus farm products does not
that the senaappear. Nobody need be cock-sur- e
tor is wrong. The world moves and a way must
be found to stabilize prices for the producer whose
period of production covers too much time for him
to successfully forecast his market.
undo.-certai-

;:'".

over-reachi-
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Van "'Mrs Much

Ucrntcd

THEIR GARDEN,

IN

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

THREE SOLDIERS
F.x-S-

WANT

THEY

BOOK

ENDS

"Three Soldiers," by Join Dm Passu
(Dora n).

After reading Three Soldiers
by John Dos Passos, one can't help
feeling sorry for the man wh )
If Dos Passes
wrote It.
sincere, and the book is too passionate and vengeful to allow the
reader to believe that he is not, h
got less out of the war than any
man who had the privilege of being
in it. I use the word privilege adman, revisedly. The
gardless of how pleasant or how
hellish his experience in the army,
or his subsequent treatment by an
Indifferent or ungrateful government, cherishes his share in tho
great war as a birthright that can
never be taken from him.
Three Soldies is tho story of
threo American boys caught in the
and
draft, put through the mill, vicwho becoming tho inevitable
tims of degrading discipline, soul
searing military drill and autocratic officers, went straight to tho
The author,
demnition
a recent Harvard graduate, learned
well his literary tricks for securHe makes
ing dramatic effect.
such a good case for his hero when
he has to wash barrack windows
and pick tip cigarette butts that
one honestly feels that Sherman
was a literary mollycoddle when
it came to defining war.
Dos Passos' error an It Is a9
devilishly deliberate as it is willfully misleading, is his assumption
that his three characters are average Americans, that their experiences are the average of soldiers
in France, and that their degradation is tho logical and inevitable
result of their army life. If he
had contented himself with recounting the yarns he had picked
up from fighting men and his own
experiences In tho battle of Paris,
all would have been well and good.
Although tha language of the
book is unnecessarily and disgustingly vile, Dos Passos slings a
wicked quill and is a whiz at deBut
scription, color and detail.
when he tries to draw deductions
and adorn his tale with a moral
ho spills an awful dud.
We all
know that the war would have
been fine if it hadn't been for tho
army. There were men in every
r
outfit who through lack of
went to the bad. They would
have dono tho same thing in civil
life. No man came nut of the
army the samo as he went in, lie
was either better or worse.
The author's idea of an army Is
an organized mob. Patriotism to
him is hating the Germans, every
drafted man Is a dupe, every volunteer a fool. His three soldiers
went along because thev were
afraid not to. They had but one
dominant Idea, the satisfying of
their personal desires in which
they were assisted by he French
nation, for a consideration.
Dos Passos prohably got what
he set out for when he wrote
Three Soldiers, his name in the
papers and money in tho bank. He
and his merry trio were a long
time getting out of Frm.'e, but
when they did we suspect that they
themselves
bought
croix de
guerre which they pinned conspicuously on their uniforms, end ns
they threw out their chests, hailed
each M. P. with "Who won the
war?"
"R. r. w., Ex-E. F."
i-

bow-wow- s.

char-acte-

Mrs. Francis
King, author of
"The Well Considered Garden" and
"Pages From a Garden Notebook"

"The Journal of a Mud House,"
by Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant is
the leading article in tho March
The author,
Harper's magazine.
who hails from Boston and New
York, writes in an nmuslng. conversational way of the difficulties
of remodeling an abandoned adobe
in Tcsuque, N. M., where she and
a sister writer had purchased their
and
two acres of sand, acequia

million dollar view. Miss Sergeant
throws a pleased rye over New
Mexico. It "reminds" her usually
of somewhere else. Italy, Greece.
Egypt; but one should be excused
for dragging in the places one has
been In these days t high priced
travel. But Bhe likes our state or
she wouldn't be investing in expensive Tesuque landscape.
Santa Fe
has sold her attractions well. She
has cleverly dramatized her writers, her painters and her socially
elect and is now getting back her
bread on tho waters in tons of free
advertising. We in tho valley would
do well to make our city and our
environs half as attractive.
Louise Stedman Bostick, a young
writer of this city, has nn appealing poem. "Wild Growth," in the
March number of Sunset magazine.
Mrs. Bostick Is not a new contributor to Sunset, hPr verses having
magaappeared previously in that several
zine. She has published
times in "The Lyric West," a new
magazine of verse, and In many
eastern papers. "Lyric West" and
the New York Post are both holding poems of hers for' later publi-

Mrs. Bostick is gracefully
cation.
whillng away an enforced residence
In the southwest by thinking the
most delightful things about the
country. We once saw a really
pretty poem of hers all about the
tumble weeds blowing around in
the spring eand storms. Mrs. Bostick should write more.

II. L. Bateman, who has become
famous through his drawings for
Punch. Tho Bystander nnd The
Tatler.' may now be seen in America. His drawings have been issued in hook form by Honrv Holt
& Co., In a larcc. attractive format,
with an introduction by G. K.

The following lust of the most
for recent months
popular books
was printed in Fred Harvey's guide
for book buyers for February: Fiction

"If

Winter Comes," by A. S

Hutchinson; "To tho Last Man,""
by Zane Grey; "Tho Pride of
"Her
by Peter B. Kynp;
Father's Daughter," by Clone Rtrnt-to- n
M.
E.
"The
Shiek,"
by
Porter;
Hull; "Helen of the Old IIouseu"
by Harold Bell Wright; "The
Flaming Forest." bv James Oliver
M.

of tho Foreign
Financier.

A Biography

I

Author.

SllMES

HUGO

I

Pnlo-mar,-

Curwood; "The Master of Man," by
Hall Calne; "Nobody's Man." by
"Main
E. Phillips Oppenheim:
Street," by Sinclair Lewis; "Brass."
bv Charles O. Norrls; "To Him
That Hath," by Ralph Connor;
"Tho Brimming Cup," by Dorothy
Cnnflfild; "The Obstacle Race," by
by
Ethel M. Dell: "Three Soldiers,"
n
John Dos Passos.
"Queen Victoria," by' I.ytton
of Washington,"
"Mirrors
Anonymous; "The Outline of History." one volume, by H. G. Wells;
Street."
"Mirrors of Downing
Anonymous; "Moro That Must Be
Told." by Sir Philip Oibbs; "Americanization of Edward Bok," by
Edward Bok: "The Cruise of the
Kawa." by Walter Traprock: "The
by Vilhjalmur
Friendly Arctic," Glass
of FashStefansson; "Tho
ion." Anonymous; "Woodrow Wil
I
son as Knew Him," by Joseph P.
Tumulty; "Mystic Isles of tbt
South Sons," by Frederick O'Brien.
Non-fictio-

Stra-che-

(Scribncr), has been awarded the
George It. White medal for eminent service to horticulture lv the
trustees of tho Massachusetts 'Horticultural society. This Is the highest horticultural honor awarded in
the United States, and Mrs. King is
Sugar cane waste is being made
tho first woman to receive It,
into building board.

y;

"Hugo Stinnes,"

mover,

translated

tHeubschl.

by Hermann
by A. B.

Tirinck-

Kuttner

hot

Icq

BookJ

Pape

I went to the store to get a spool
of red silk for ma and on the way
home I went past Mary Watkins
house on account of it not beini,"
very mutch out of my way, and
she was setting at the parler wlndo
with a wite bow in her hair looking all rite, and I waved at her and
went past on account of not having enything special to stop for,
and wen I got past I thawt of
something special and I went back
and yelled to her throo the windo.
Hay Mary, do you wunt to see a
grate trick?
Wlch she shook her hed yes and
opened the window and I held up

the spool of silk, saying, Ledlcs
and gentlemen, I have heer a
y
spool of silk, and I will now
eat it.
And I put it In my mouth and
then quick terned erround and
took it out and stuck it inside my
coat erround my stummlck with a
little hunk of the thred sticking
out between 2 buttins, and then I
terned erround agon making awfill
faces like somebody swallowing a
spool, and then I sed, Ladies and
gentlemen, I have now swallowed
the spool of silk and it is now in
my stummick and I will now prove
it by pulling it out.
Wich I started to pertend to do,
taking a hold of the end of the
silk and starting to pull the thred
out and it came out fine like a
reguler trick and after I pulled
out about 6 yards I looked at Mary
Watkins and she looked as
as enything,
Benny
Potts I think you saying
are
horrid and I never wuntperfecklv
you to
speek to me agen as long as you
live.
Jackie.
But he must have done some
And she quick slammed the winin
was
kept
dow, me thinking, G. gosh, good
thing wrong, for he
and
animal
the
nite.
after
other
boys
And I wound the silk back on
girls were let out. And it was when
Uncle Wiggily was hopping home, the spool agen, trying to wind it
having found no adventure during Jest liko it was at ferst, but wen I
the day, that the bunny gentleman got homo ma saw the diffrents rite
met the little puppy dog again. away and gave me a fearse crack.
Jackie was looking rather sad.
Proving some tricks sound bet"Whats the matter, Jackie? ter than wat they reely are.
asked Uncle Wiggily.
"Had to stay in!" answered
Jackie.
tooting it yourself, Jackie?" asked
the bunny, with a smile.
"What for?"
" 'Cause I er 'cause I took it
"Yes'm I mean yes, Bir," answered Jackie.
out In school."
"Wfill
- ,1 3
rfnn'f An
"Took what out, Jackie?" asked
vised the bunny, smiling.
Uncle Wiggily, kindly.
"No'm
I
I mean no, sir!" barked
"The whistle bought for a pen
"But I guess you're srlad
ny," explained the doggie boy. "I Jackie.
took it out, 'cause I sort of forgot, I tooted It now, aren't you?"
"Yes!" chuckled Mr. Longears.
and then the lady mouse teacher
took it away from me and kept Very glad indeed, thank you."
me in. But she gave it back to me. And if the street lamp doesn't hide
I have my penny whistle now," in the rain water barrel when the
added Jackie, as he began to look postman wants to climb up on it
In his pockets to make sure he to stick a stamp on the policeman,
I'll tell you next about Uncle Wighadn't lost his toy.
"So you bought a whistle with gily and the maplo wax.
your penny, did you?" asked the
"But
you
gentleman.
bunny
shouldn't have blown it in school, WORST OF HARD TIMES
Jackie, my boy!"
IS PAST, BELIEF OF
"I didn't 'zactly blow it,"
Jackie. "It made a tooting
LAS VEGAS CATTLEMAN
noise, but I didn't blow it."
"How could a penny whistlo (Special Correspondence to The
Journal.)
make a tooting noise If you didn't
M
Las Vee-av
f Afnv. k
blow It?" Uncle Wiggily wanted to B, Wheeler, manager of the' Ben"
with
a
smile
made
his
that
know,
Duuer estate ana one of the best
"Please tell known cattlemen In Kon, Movn
pink nose twinkle.
me that!"
and Polornitn. bnn rntllfnaA fwr.m n
"And you tell me where I can six weeks' visit with relatives in
get pome nibbles!" suddenly shout- - uoston ana isiew York. Mr. Wheeler says the general impression in
me cast is tnat the worst of the
hard times is past. Business is
Dickinc nn. Afr WIiadIm fhltiL-the outlook for cattlemen is better.

The first biographical work on
Germany's industrial tsar, Hugo
Stinnes, comes from Huebsch. The
book treats upon the ancestry, personality, habits and general characteristics of this great commerce
power in a very simple and direct
style.
The author holds a keen Interest
in his subject and presents his material with directness and logic. He
goes rather pro Mindly into the
actual economic situations in Germany, telling Stinnes' part in each
phase of the recent industrial development in that country. As an
example of Stinnes' vast scale of
doing business, the following is
quoted from tho book:
"Stinnes has a remarkable Influence upon public opinion, yet he
seldom appears In public. His recent purchase f a string of newspapers . . . led many people
to surmise that he was looking for
a means f expressing his point of
view. BJt his acquisition of plants
.
covering the whole scale of producand
'Had
cellulose
from
factories
to
tion,
slay in.'an-swerepaper mills, to printing establishments
houses,
and publishing
would seem to Indicate that he ed a harsh voice. Then out of the
is more concerned with a large bushes burst the Fuzzy Fox.
"I
K. P.
guess I'll get them off your ears!"
economic consolidation."
barked the bad animal.
But just as he was going to leap
at Uncle Wiggily, Jackie gave a
BOOKS RECEIVED.
squeeze to one of his pockets and
there was a loud tooting noise, like
of a whistle.
that
The following new volumes have
"What's that?" asked the Fox,
been received from the publishers
CrOUChlnff down nnrl Innlrlncr nt
for review in the Book Corner:
Uncle Wiggily and Jackie.
Hugo Stinnes.
By Hermann
"Toot! Toot!
Brinckmeyer (Heubsch).
The Career of David Noble. By again sounded through the forest.
"Oh, that must be an automobile
Frances Parkinson Keyes (Stokes).
after me!"
coming
By policeman
Harlequin and Columbine.
howled
the Fox. "I don't want to
Booth Tarkington (Doubleday Page
be
arrested!
I'll
get your ears
and company).
Of All Things. By Robert Bench-le- y later!" he called to Uncle Wiggily,
and away ran the bad chap, nib(Henry Holt and company).
bling no ears at all.
!'Who blew the whistle?" asked
the bunny, for he knew he hadn't
done so, and he had seen no whisAT THE LIBRARY
tle at Jackie's lips.
"I blew it," said the doggie
"This is the way I tooted itboy.
in
"Queen
Victoria,"
by Lytton school." He pulled from his pocket a penny whistle with the blowStrnchcy.
An exceedingly clear presenta- ing end stuck In a hole In a rubber
tion of Queen Victoria and her time ball. Every time Jackie pressed
characterizations of Lord Mel- the rubber ball some air went in
bourne, Palmerston, Gladstone and the whistle and blew It. And Jackie
Disraeli, and a very Impressive and had suddenly pressed the ball and
convincing portrait of the prince whistle in his pocket, making the
consort.
noise that had frightened the Fox.
"Is that how you blew your
"Erik Horn," by Ben Ileelit.
whistle in school, without exactly
Erik Dorn was a brilliant Journalist to whom life was nothing but
a succession of shifting scenes by love or passion or material reawithout depth and meaning. Pos- sons. Only one of the five marsessed of a
vocabulary riages of the principal characters
he intoxicated, himself with his own is lasting and happy. It shows the
phrases and became in turn a com. Obligations rit mnt.,ta n .1.
i,.,..
placent cynic and an experimenter and to socltty with understanding
in emotions which he did not feel.
iiu tijmpaiiiy.
scenes
me
are laid
As life began to bore him he threw in Sn
over, first his wife who had loved
him devotedly for seven years, then
"Martin Conlsby'g Vengeance,"
the girl he had dazzled and be- by .lottery Farnol.
witched. He then plunged into the
This is a romance of the high
turmoil of the European revolu- seas in the days when bitter feuds
tions, enjoyed it as a good show and desperate
encounters,
high
while he experimented still further courage and
love
with women. After he had killed went to the making of life or death.
he returned Is a sequel to "Black Bartlomy's
a man in
himself Treasure"
to America, persuading
that his wifo Ann i was waiting for
him with the old love and ready to
"Manslaughter,"
by Allco Ducr
offer him a haven of peace. But Miller.
A wealthy, headstrong girl with
Anna's love was dead and we leave
Erik with an empty house, an a contempt for all law and restraint
commits
empty life and the tedium of
manslaughter
when exceeding the speed limit.
The trial becomes a personal duel
of wits between the special privi'Brass," hy Charles G. Norrls.
This "novel of tnarringo" la en- lege or Lydlu, and tho law, repretirely of marriage and of tho con- sented by the prosecuting attorney.
ditions which rnuko or destroy its The outcome is dramatic, her senOne after another It tence proved educational and she
happiness.
whows us a couple brought together finds love waiting at the end.

ord-nerr-

a

CUT THIS

OUT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and address clearly. You
will receive in return a trial package containing Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills for
rheumapains in sides and
tism, backache, kidney and bladder
illments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cleansing cathartio for constipation,
biliousness, headaches, and sluggish
bowels. Sold everywhere.
b--

Jackie

Tootity-toot-toot-

ever-flowi-

co.

e,

;"

FOR

RENTApartmenU
.

FOR RF.NT
Furnished apartment, thro
ronm
and bath; no lck. 401 Wut
Lend.
FO It K EXT -- Two lurnlsh.-homekeeii-Inf- r

rooms, ultabk (or two adulli. e:0
th Thl nl.
FOit .It K.N T Three ruums, partly furnished, bath. Apply 808 Norlh Eighth,
phone C37-FOH It EN T A partineiui
three ruomk.
;t)
J0.
sleeping
porch, modern,
Korth Sixth.
FOB IIIS.NI-Compl- etely
furnished two- .room apartment, witU sleeping porch-.
fl-

cam

i(MiLrm.

RENT Two furnlsTiea rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no tick.
724 South Reconci.
FOR T11CNT Modern apartment, furnished; hent and water furnished. Fhons-lm-,Tor call at 601 West Tljeras.
FOR ItK.NT Steam heated apartment,
three rooms and private bath. Albu- querquoHoteK 216!4 North Second.
FOR KIONT Slenm
apartment.
In Park View court, !3 East Silver.
f"H J. A. Hammond, phone 1523-n- .
FOH RENT Apartment, two nice Trout
rooms with hot and cold water, on car
41-Hne. Phone
904
.nth Third
FOR RENT Three or four-roofurnished apartments,
200 block
modern,
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
FOR RENT Apartment, furnished complete; Iffrht, water, beat and cooking;
ras furnished. Crane Apartmetts, 215
North Pevent.i.
FOH

FOR

HRXT

Thl--

l.i,..,r,B

nnH

...nlnn.

porch, modern, completely furnished.
two Diorits rrom postoftice; no sick.
703 West Silver.
FOR RENT l.iirxe three-rooapartment; well furnished f'
liousekeep- :
no
riis range, steam l.eat;: no
in:
children: also parage. 610 West Tljeras.
FOR RBNT Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatortuma;
four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 132 East Central.
orsee McMllllon A Wood, phons- t48.

DRESSM AKING
DRKSKMAKING

By the
or at homo.
aoi West Imn. phone day
I320-.- Sewing. Mr,. Foster , I0i
North Fourth, pho-- e 123D-HEMSTITCHING,
Williams' M li'l nery, 2oc Boothpleating.
Broadway, ph. 777-.PI.EAfiNO, accordion,
slda and bx
mall orders.
N.
North
Crane,
Seventh
Crane Apartments, tit
chone J14.
WANTED

all pans of town.

McMllllon

AN'I

of

sV

Wood.

rSoF .1.r,
- l.'".e'.n".r.lhJrwest sldo. Phone a4-WANTED
To reht"three-roofurnished
house,
with
sleeping porch,
good
notiNi.u.H
twft
neighborhood:
rooms,
Write Mr. Wear, care Journal.
i.D-- To

buy

,
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rent
rent

FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms and
o.eej,inK iiorrrr ror two; no children
'

y

vnti ir.......

o

inn.

,
. . , .
. .
u, nnuo iit.aii.u
iront room,
609 West

ground floor, adjoining bath.

J

y
REAL HOME
adobe stucco

A

ELU

UK

XOO

THEM- -

TO

fciO

-

YOuTTkA

HElX-MiL--

f

J

p
JVfe

SOME
111 MORlI

V

(VIVlTlOnUI

CHAS.
!

nO-- I

ZAPF

G.

glassed-i-

with

HELP WANTED
Mule.

WANTED
old to

Real

brick stucco bungalow, two porches, large basement, furnace, butlt-llaunhardwood
dry tubs,
floors,
walks, lot 50x142. This Is a
real home for the price asked.
Can be had on terms If desired. See us for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.

223

Loans.

Phone

Furniture

HP A I It I NG and tSpholsler
Phone 471.
tng.
Ervln Zleddlng Co.
FOR SALE Living room and dl.ilng
room set, at a bargain.
305 North

BALE Lea Be on forty t)m't-aeJ
YOUNG man wanta to learn a clean
rnnca, rive in lies north of Old Town,
To Mors preferred;
trade.
hane had on Rio Grand boulevard; nearly ull .arm
some expedience.
Addjtss Box 13, care plowed; also nln milk cows and ioi
240&-HJournal,
L.
addle borse. Phon
. WANTED
Position aa chauffeur; any Jon pi
make oar; experienced In cross country trips; will go anywhere; can do repairing. Write C. F. rt.. care Journal. TVi'EWRITEHS All makes overhauled

a

TYPEWRITERS

and repaired. Ribbons for every ma
chine.
Bt
Albuquerqu
Typewriter
121 fb.uih Fourth.
change, phone t)J--

"Journal" Want Ads bring results

one-ha-

GOOD

& CO.,

Realtors.

156.

Third nnd Gold.

Phone 657.

HOME

For little money,
frame
stucco, in Fourth ward, good location, for only $3,700. Why pay
rent? Easy terms.
R. McCLrGHAV, Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
five-roo-

As Long As

!

It Lasts

COTTAGE

Three rooms, bath, porch, garage, nearly new; 50 foot lot,,
near car line. $2,100, with $500
down and $30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND,
821 E. Sliver.
Ilione 1522--

lf

New frame In Heights, two moms
and sleeping
garage
porch,
$1,250 cash.
New stucco adobe In Heights, five
rooms, hot water heat, hardwood
floors, garage, close to car line
$1,250 will handle, balance like
rent.
Splendid cement home, beat location In Fourth ward, five rooms,
furnace, garage, hardwood floors
$5,250; $1,000 down, balance to
suit.
home In Second ward,
convenient to shops, lot 50x150.
shade
Large
garage,
$2,000.
terms.
Plastered adobe, six rooms In Second ward, convenient to shops.
Lot 50x142. garage,
frame on bark of lot.
now rented; 12 fruit trees. Price
$2,500, terms.

CHEAP

A

pressed brick
with
two
houso,
bath
rooms and large sleeping
porch. All modern and In
good condition.

D.

YOU ARE
Five-roomodern brick home.
Rlceping porch, front and back
porrh, lawn, trees, large lot. West!Coal avenue, immediate
possession, cash payment, balance like
rent. Office space for rent, see

STARES,

PHILLIPS,
Real Estate.
s, Third.
Phone

110

t'Olt

SAI.K

first-clas-

s

3

condition.

WANTED

Dtilck touring car;

j

Co.

Uoud-Ijlllo-

A l''oi.l tourint; body
for a roudster body.
change
.

1SS3-.T-

Jn

Went

s A .II

"' """"

Popper.

Better Grade

ex-

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

j

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.

'

Albuquerque,

&

S'Une extra good used cars,
aicintosit Auto Co., 311

two-roo-

McMILLlOX & WOOD,
Rea ltors.
200 W. Goltl.
Phono 318.

New Mexico.

WEINMAN,

708 West Copper, City
Or any real estate agent.

WE
Net on
up nnd

give you first lien
on improved city
return. We now
have houses from $725 up in
ull Kent Ions of city. Let us show
you what we. have before you
buy.
LIST yot'R PROPERTY
mortfWRes

property

nr-a- r

PIIAIpE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALteU- JVKUQT7E NURSERIES
Ot lour Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
3. T. YOl'NU & CO.
Alljuquerqiio, N. M.

FOR

SALE

FOR

Baled

in

with
YOUJi

National
206

Dwelling!

i'oit

1U2NT Two rotim
.uisi. furnisheil.
Tall rear 13Hi Hnuth Wnlter.

Full RENT -- Furnisheil

h.u.,",
hiBh'xnils. Phone 1646-l- t.
KENT lieantifut
for sale; all or pan. 6H North

fl"y

"V

Foil sTiTl-- ; Mud tool-innFold liucU,
In frood running orikr.
71U North
Thll teenl h.
FOit SAI.K Vow un seeond-h.-inThree-room- ,
KENT
Ford FOK
furnished
o.
house, sleeping porches; keys at 704
honeycomb radiators,
K.
Sheet
Metal Works, 217 North Third.
Knt Hanta .V.
FOU PAI.K.-1S- 19
RENT
Foul roadMer, llwUe
Furnished house, two room
llrotlu is' roadster, to trade for Ford
Foil HA I.K It. C. Rhode Island lteiis
and porch, newly painted and drcorat-1- 1'is s. 111th Walter.
and niaelc Minorca hatching enifs, Jl touring car, with starter. 407 West
709 North Second, phone
per setting.
FOR RENT .Three-roofurnished
1S1S-FOR HA I.K A bargain, a 13:0 Chevru ct
K"e J. A. Hammond, fc24 East
FOR SALE
Hutch-Inphono 1552-R- .
ettfts. S. C. Black If toiilin,,' car: first-clas- s
condition; ::00 Silver,
R.
tnk.n ot ont:c; party leaving state. FO- - REN'T Three-rooC. Blue Andulasians,
1
Mlnorens,
h
eonven- per setting 11 tggi. Phone 600, 825 Phono ri'.ft,
lent to ..hops. In the highlands, only
N'orlh Fourth.
Fult hai.e one-toFord nuck. $:;ou, ?lr, a month. Phone 410.
Wur.n drive;
FOIl FAI.E llatchlnc eggs and birds;
light Bulck. $,',90, i'Olt
111
flat, furnished.
White Japanese. Rllltles, the Cutest Ford touring, $U'-- ,; studchakrr, flve-pas- Inrgo sleeping porch, modern. 213 West
chick In chlekendom. I'hona 600. 226 HeilKlT, JJtHI. I1R WeSl (Jolfl.
Marquette, rhono H.'iS-North Fourth.
i' uk SA l,l',
h or.l
sedan, slartcr, de
RENT Five-roomodern
housi.
mountable rims, five tires, good me- foil
FOH SALE
S. C. Whlta Leghorn hatchthree lnrire porches nnd fruit trees; will
ing eggs, from France Colorado strain chanical condition; must be sold today, lease. 515 North
Sixth.
I1S6D-or
for
demonstration.
hens. 7o each. Geo.
FIR RUNT Three rooms. furnished
Oreshatn. Pox S95. city.
FOIl SAI.K Ford touring or Ford speed
house,
with- large porches; no chilFOR BALE Eggs for hatching; 8. O.
ster, both In Ashape; or will trade dren. 71 t Knst IIaol(lino.
R. I. Reds. C. P.
Hay strain. 8. c. W. ri Fordat light truck. Call 5 at 207 Bust FOR RENT
"cottage, furnlsh-e- d
noons, or after
p. m.
Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry strain. II per aet- - central
112.50 a
light housekeeping,
tlng.
11;; Fouth Broadway.
FORDS FOR HUNT Rates: K,c per mile. month.for 803
South
Arno.
II per hour minimum. Sp.vljl rates
FOR SALE
Ruff Orpington eggs for
Two-rooFOR
RENT
house.
week
vith
days. Ask for them. DrlverlcBS
hatching; also Buff cockerels, winner
sleeping porch; nicely furnished. 413
f or.t o.. 121 North Third, phone 580,
of first and special prizes In AlbuquerSouth Broadway, plume l!ll)9-R- .
que poultry show.
Phone 1710-OH fcAI.K Bulck Six, Acondition,
new rubber, sacrifice at $r00; owner FOR'RENT New
125
FOR SALE
Iur bred 8. C. White Legper month. Fee F. H. Strong or I C.
horn hatching eggs, 10 cents each; 19 leaving, must sell: terms to rlirht party.
75
145.
Bennett,
or
207
phones
West
Oold, City Realty Co.. phone
per hundred; fancy table eggs at market
FOR
RENT Small house, furnished;
price. T. S. Wiley, box 135, city, phone DUf.
2411-Rgood barns, yard and pens; very
FOR SALE 1021 Ford roadster. In first- class
Car
Apply 711 West I, en d.
order.
has starter,
runnlnjr
FOR SALE
s. C. White Leghorn hatch"
rims, two new casinjrs. one FOR RENT Five-roolurnliihel hou--- .
tng egg and baby chicks. 120 per demountable
will
at
trade
407
for
extra;
Phone
South Seventh, ancs 1.17.
good touring,
100; also few cocka and cockerels. Gen.
221 North Nln'h, phone 1274-try Poultry Ranch, postofflca box 312, iii;i-jSAVE 50 to T5 per cen on used parts, FOIl RENT
phone 17B9-Thre room partly fur, heels
tires
maKn.-tosnished cottage, with sheptng
bearinrs.
TWENTY-NIN- E
porch,
years on the same old springs, etc. Our stook grows larger nt 1301 North
Second.
Phone 2078-H.
C.
ranch
White Leghorn chicks, daily. Parts In stor' for Overlands.
FOR RENT Three, four'and five-roo50 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- o
exyeara'
80; Chalmers. Maxwell truck tin
houses and apartments, some furnished.
perience with incubators.
Yott Poultry cai ... Chevrolet. 4'JO. PalKo t. Reo 4.pleasure
Stude2.06 West Qold.
Ranch, Postofflce box 107, phone 1769-- J.
baker 4 and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co., MiMlllion St Wocd,
LIST your vacant houses with the City
FOR KALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for an west copper.
for
Co.,
and efflcisnt
Realty
prompt
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
WHEN IN NEED OK
Gold, phone 667.
secor, and third pullet, first cock and TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- service. 207 West
Five-rooFOR
sccotm cockerel, special on best female
RENT
hrlck house,
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
in the Mediterranean class, cockerels bearings, horns, accessories.
bath, sleep' J porch, garage, unfur- nlshed, tir,, Tnter free. t20 North Hlglr.
and pullets for aale. Phone 1472-COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
618 Fruit avenue.
We have salvaged to date ti e follow- FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage,
two rooms and glassed-l- n
ing cars: Bulck, Maxwell,
Chandler,
sleeping
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four
popular
Chevrolet 40 and F, B.; Over- porch, on car line. Apply 1218 South
Mitchell,
varieties: 8. C, R. I. Reds, Mayhood land, every
model. 69, 69. 75. 811. 81 83. Edith,
strain, 15, $1.60; Famous Sliver Cam-pine- s, 83B. 85-75. 75B and 90; Crow ElkFOR RENT New four-roohouse, on
15, fl.00; S. C. Light Brown Leghart, Reo, Dort, Saxon. Stiolebaker, both
North Broadway, for 120 a month
horns, 15. 11.60; 8. C. Dark Brown Leg4 and 6.
Viaduct
Oarage. 600 South Sec-en- Call at 311
horns 13.
or phoie
North
2.00.
Broadway,
Robinson, Old Town,
In
the state. 1668-Largest parts house
phone 138(1.
Our prices the lowest.
FOR RENT FurnlBhed four roome and
RED POULTRY
TARDS Blue ribbon
bath; front and back screened porches
"FOR SALE Ranches
winners, eggs for
from sixand sleeping porch; for well people. 410
teen grand pens; best hatching,
winter layers: 8. C.
OH SALK A small ranch, three-foths West Lead.
R. L Reds, 15 for 11.60, 2, J, $5; Barred
mile west ot bridge; modem houso. A. FOR RENT Furnished modern four
Rocks, 15 for 12,
3, (6; only ten fine
J. James.
rooms,
with two scrcened-l- n
8
bath,
breeding cockerels left, Wm. Bletx,
Bid OPENI.NO of farm and stock Binds porches: house at 1201 East Copper,
West Atlantic, phone 1483-In the beautiful Chama Valley this phone 2378-BAHY CHICKS
Wrlt K. Heron, Chama, N. M. FOR RENT Modern furr.lshed house,
HATCHING EOHS; Mountain View Reds spring-four rooms and sleeping porch, built-i- n
pens headed by prize winners at El FOR SALE 125 acres unimproved valley
features, gas. 815 oer month: watsr
land, eight miles out; .yood for (tuck
Paso, Albuquerque, Denver; won high
814 South' Arno. phone 1428-on main ditch.
paid.
Address
Owner,
ponds,
honors at Denver. InrvAsf
FOR RENT An Ideal mrnlshed bungaheld In west. A few breeding birds!.,tol care Journal.
low
v.
spsre.
for convalescents,
In highlands,
p. nay, 236 North High, Full SALE OR RENT Fifteen acre
phone S230-ranch, planted In alfalfa, under ditch, near sanatoriums and street car. Phor.e
on North Fourth, four miles out In- 1273-or call at
South Walter.
quire 1021 Forrester.
BUSINESS CHANGES"
FOR RENT Nicely furnished small cotFARM
tage of one room: nice sleeping norch
FOR"
BALE Two-stor- y
brick building: FOTA BALE POULTRY
and
front porch: ali screened In: southacres.
Well Improved, forty
215 Bouth First; location good for
any
terms. east exposure; not modern. Inquire 801
785,
fruit, water,
health;
kind ot business.
South Edith.
Wellman Arthur. Mountain View, Mo.
FOR SALE
Shoe slrlne outfit, complete,
SALE Thlrteen-acr- e
ranch, on Old TOUNO i:AN, employed, will give poscheap. Brown's Transfer and Storage Foil
session of clean modern four-rooTown boulevard; good
house
Co.. 11(1 West Silver.
and out buildings; alfalfa; oil kinds of well furnished house, on heights. IncludFOR SALE Second-han- d
clothing and fruit and. berries; owner leaving account ing water, lights, to competent Imuse-keepfurniture store; best location
In exchange for food and shelter.
In tow.i. of health-Phone S48, or ojv'ier, 2117 Rl.
Address M. B., care Journal.
Investigate. Address M. J. R care
FOR BALK Ranch, two in I've from
FOR BALK Indian trading store and
double
four acres, on main ditch,
ranch, atone building,
fine house, garage, milk house, good chicken
plenty
CARPENTERING
water; a bargain; fine place for alck houses, blooded chickens and turkeys;
Person.
Mitchell Trading Co., Manueli- also furniture and tools; terms. Pu me PETTI FORD THE ODD
JOB MAN.
to, New Mexico.
241S.J5.
All kinds of work. Phone 1C7J-FOR SALE! Restaurant, opvoslto Santa FOR KALE I R LEASE 22,000-acr- e
pastWANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, house
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
ure and form land, fenced, with good
at reasonable
painting ana 1456-Rrepairing,
storeroom for other buslnesi purposes. Improvements, grass
and water, three prices
.
Phone
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain, miles from railroad. For particulars
see
which can be bougnt separate.
PAINTING, paper hanging tnj calfrom-lnlnR. M. Watts. 705 West Slale, AlbuquerW
all wo-.ousrantsed.
FOR SALE Candy store, fully equipped que. New Mexico.
Owens, iiC8 South Edith, phone 1344-with all modern machinery for makI
WANT
to
low
you
MONEY TO LOAN
Investigate my
prices
ing candy; good show cases, soda founany kind of a building proposition
tain and Ice cream parlor. Price reason- ilu.MiV 'Jo LOAN On watches, dia- youon have
In view.
A. E. Palmer, Bunga- able. A. H. Harris, East Las Vegas, N.
valuable.
low Builder, hox 41. city, phone 1768-monds, guna and everything
M.
Mr. B. Marcus, 213 Sooth First.
13U1I.D1NU, alterations, repairmg, large
FOR SALE Indian trading store aii3 MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnes
Jobs or small: work by contract or by
ranch, ten aorea under cultivation;
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con- the day; reasonable orices: work guar
fenced; one section land leased; atone fidential Oottlleb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st anteed; estimates free. Call 1756-B
building, 60x20 feet; three living rooms.
loans on Jewelry, dia- E. Johnson. 616 John street.
storehouse, corrslls; fine welt of water; CONFIDENTIAL
is,
monds
bunds,
watches. Liberty
plan
gasoline engine; three heavy horses, har-ne- sj automobiles.
PERSONAL
Lowest
rales. Rothman'i
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e 117 South First. Bonded t th state. DETECTIVE AGENCY.
Phone 266.
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
LOST AND FOUND
miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolvi&a; ladies ahampon. mena balr cut
Address postofflce box LOST Boston bull female; If found re- and shaves at their home, by Perkins
ing partnership.
turn to Win, Burgess, 317 West Coal. Brothers, phona 19U7-ill, Albug.uorg.ue, Mcw Mtixlco,

PROPERTY

Miscennnooug

Yi

Investment Co,

Phono 1)33.
West Gold. Ground Floor.

FOR SALE

'sorgum.'

Foil

SAI.K
Nori!i Kdith.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
1o m 15, 17 and 1). Cromwell
liau-j-

Horses and mules; we have
twelve head of horses and mules for
"10 North Broadway. Albuquerque; this ts all broke to work and
sound stock. Phone 1658-J- .
FOR SALE Very gentle driving mar..,
1.900 pounds; good set of single harness. Jersey cow, fresh February
27,
highest record butter fat test In county; also calf. Phon 1821-J- .
FOR SALE

sale, cheap.

Building.

DISFASKS

VYnssermuii

Citizens

OI-TIIF. KKIN
In Connection.
ijihorntnry
Hank BldR. Phtim H8.

CHIROPRACTORS

KT?7lifN?''S

Chiropractor
in and 10 ArmlJo Rnlldlng.

WAN i ED

Miscellaneous

IF YOU WANT some one to haul dirt
gravel, phone IC'iS-WANTED
Baby sulky or
good condition. Phone 11167-ACOKN .SIGN WORKS.
ISigns.
banners,
show cards. 21'J1 North Third, phone
1870-kalsoinlno and paper, waxCLEANING,
ing and oiling floors; work guart.iteed.
John Goodson, phone 634-WANTED PHYSICIAN
Retired or convalescent, to Instruct student of myology. Address F. R.. care Journal.
WANTKu Secondhand furniture
and
trunks. We buy everything In household goods,
flax's Bargain S'.ore, 31S
South First.
Phonel5l.
MAX B A R G A I N ST 0 IC. at 310 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
ynur second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furntture.
Phone 858.
WANTED
Furniture; will pay reasonable cash price for four or five rooms
of furniture;
oda pieces considered
Also range.
Phono 21:15 W.
FURNlTt'RE repaired, upholstered and
reflnished. Furniture nnd dishes packed. ART CRAFT SHOP, R. L. Hanks,
32
North Third, phone 3&2-THE OLD GOLD STAR Old Town, now
chicken
open for business; first-clas- s
home-mad- e
bread and
dinners: good
Edna Williams, proorh tor.
ples
TEACHING

SAXAPHONE. clarinet, drums, cornet,
trombone, all bruss Instruments. Prof.
Ellis. 1026 Forrester. Phone ."02-RUG CLEANERS
9x18 Rugs Cleaned,
$1,26.
MATTRESSES
renovated, $3.50 and up;

furniture

Bedilln--

-

Ervln

ropaired and packed.

Co.. phone 471.

WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSend your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Uanna
& Hanna. Master Photographers.
WINDOW CLEANING
ATBUQUERQUB
CO.
floora
cleaned and
Windows
offices
and houses
scrubbed; atort.i,
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
leave
work.
A. Granone;
your calls
American Grocery, phone 2S8.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
and uy.
ATT.ti.6S .MJV A'i JMi,
fur-

Rug cleaning, furnilur
repairing,
niture packing. Phm 471, Ervln
Com Dan

TIME CARDS

is

Traln.

No.
No.
No.
No.

V tVAfl Siftvs

WESYBOIN.)

Dally.

Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 7:30 pm 8.30 pm
I Calif. Limited. lu:I0 am 11.00 am
7
Fargo Fast.. 10:50 am 11:20 sm
I The Navajo.. 11:35 sm I 00 tins
J

No.

M

No,

17

No.
No.
No.

4
8

So,

10

I

Jl

No,
No. 80

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp
EASTIIOUND
The Navajo.. 2:10
Calif. Limited. 5.00
S. F. Eight.. 1:25
Ths Scoot,... 7:20

10:19 pr
11:39 am
pm
pm
pm

em

9:40 pm

I

411

pm

1:19 pm
7:50

El Paeo 8 85 pm
From El Paso 7 :00 am

in

No. 10 connects at Telen w'th No. If
for Clovls. Feces Valie, Staoa- - City nn4
Coast.
No. 99 connect- - st Tlelm with No. 21
from Clnvlet end points eat and sojth

O

r

IT

H

j

Store room
75 ft. deep.

jt

.

B.

Nlpp. phone 2421-HOr trade for hogs, good
FOR SALE
work horse, weight about 1100,
.n be
ssen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
Rio Grande blvd. Phone 2409-R--

.

"

PHYSICIANS AMI HIWOBONH.
S. I.. Ill IfTllV
IMjensea of fur Rfnmnch.
Suite.
Harnett Building.
UK. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Kur, Nose and Throat.
Barnelt Building.
Phone 131.
Office Hours
9 to 12 a. m.. end 2 to 8 p. m.
UK. MAKtlAKI-.( AltnVRK.lIT,
Residence 112J Kast Central. Phone 171.
Phone 571.

AND

on

nOliDlf'S atli,A, BEST in TOWN.
'''''.l1,''1'1-1"''1'- 11'
Phono 2113-Hnlns large rooms,
me"f"urth
:
cash- SA LE
South
Roller canurlcs. 21S South niiMh
Waller, phono 1W-J- .
Five-rooFOit
SSAI.ii;
modern home,
FOR SAI.K A uaig.ii.1, lady's Uiamond
close in and convenient tn
shops. 420
117 South First.
ring,
tvest Conl.
SAI.lu Manure.
FOR SALE
Hy
owner,
bi ll k
iranrcr l.lne. I4 .lolin si rest.
home; two lurse porches; eusv terms.
SA.NAI'ilON'KS and Horns, n w .ml used SOU South Kllth.
Fred R. Kills, phone 32-J- .
Kill KALE By owner,
modern
Full SAl.t: Oliver opewrlter with case,
house, two large porches; terms if de0.
Postofflce ho 213, city;
sired. 1117 West Kent,
block west RobFOR SAI.K
ItT inson park.
almost new.
$100 down and 120 a month are
noire Hi 2!) Forrester, phone 1:".U-.the
terms on a brand new shingle bungaFOR SALE
Fine canaries, I.enet and
low; two large rooms and sleeping
Roller, cheap, am North Fifteenth.
porch,
price fir.o. Phono 410.
FOR SALE Used
trai torT; sTh and
If 20, with gang plows. Hardware Kill SALE l'l'ULiica tiy new four-roobrick, modern except hoat, close In,
&
Co.
ment.
J.
Knrher
popart
Iiloo down, balance like
FOR SALE tirape cuttings, lllack Mel- - nicely furnished.
rent.
Phono 102r,-M- .
Cataw-baari- d
volse. White Verdels, Zlnsandt-1DOWN nnd $25 a month will buy
Concords.
Phone 33.
you a well-buiadobe, plastered white,
FCIl SALE Cheap, combination gas and
roof, good floors and brand new,
coal Mu.iestio range, perfect condition. shingle $'i.vi
Prio
Phone 410.
Inquire mornings, 716 West Copper.
SAI.K Four rooms, two soreened-l- u
FOR "8AI.E Fres'butfernfilk
and cot- furnisheil, modern; two
tage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon blocks porches,
from
Address
lo's.
Swayne's Dairy, phone 1M5-M- .
""X U. ''are of Journal.bargain.
FOK SALE
Everbearing red ruHiiberry FOR SALE Two rooms and canvassed
6
cents
plants,
each, $5 per hundred,
sleeplni- - porch,
Univerc. Fitifjerald, Sandoval. New Mexico.
sity Heights, price $:i50; good terms.
WELL MACHINE for sale, trade, lease Inquire 310 Stanford
avenue.
or will furnish drilling to pay for It. HAVE YotJ CASH ?
Four fine new
J. F. Branson, 215 South TUrd, Albuquerhouses for less than construction maque, N. M.
terials, a tremendous sacrifice. Room 7,
FOIl SALE Handsome hand-mad- e
laiire Flrt National Hank ulldlng.
red cedar cheat: have to be seen to FOR SALE Three-roocottage and
be appreciated; reasonable price.
11714
porch, small payment down, balance
west liottt.
like rent; also two fifty-folots, on
Two-horFOR SALE
power gasoline North Sixth. Call 31 4 South Fifth.
engine with pump and forty feet two-Inc- h FOR SALE By ow.ner, 718 West
1028
North Sixth, phone
pipe.
n .1
frame stucco. 4
k.h.Oul,
U16O-large porches, newly decorated, vacant
FOR
SAT.K
PCRE
WHOLE MILK Terms If declred. Phone 1 8 0 3 W.
with- all lha
m ri.llv...
A BARGAIN,
five-rooTiome In Fourth
it comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY.
ward; two glassed-l- n
fire
porches,
pnone 250.
Place, gas, $.1,300: twelve hundred will
FOR SALE Good
Excel- handle; balance like rent.
348.
Phone
sior motorcycle; In excellent condition.
SALE OR RENT Six brand new
Just been completely overhauled and re- FOR
four-roocorner Ninth and
houses,
paired. Pall ot 615 South Walter.
Coal; will sell one or nil on ri,..,naKl
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions terms. See P. It. Strong, or L. fl Ben.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot nett. Phones 75 or 145.
troubles, II. Plantar Arch SuoDorte. Thus.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. FOR SA LE Five-roohrlck house;
modern; well situated on oar litre In
FOt SALE Young pet coyote, about highlands;
house
has hot air heat,
fifteen months old: have raised this cs glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, and Is coma pet since two weeks old. and fa very
furnished. Price ts very reasontame. Apply at 1421 South ' econd, or pletely
terms. Phone 1521-J- .
able;
good
rhone 1866-University Heights, new
FCTt SALE
One range, kitchen cabinet, FOR SALE
bed springs, rugs, dining tabks; olso In modern house With on nn.ln. .1.....
sleeping
porch, two screened porches,
sauer kraut and cucumbers out of the
brine for pickles. 1000 South John, hot water heat, fireplace, and electric
rango;
furnished
or unfurnished.
1956-117
phone
Princeton avenue. Phone 1523-W- .
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
FOR SALE
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal" RENT Completely furnished new stucco house
lon. The Manzano
S' Uth
In University
Co., 110
Walnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up Blights: four rooms, bath, two porches,
and oak floors; part cash and balance on
roof, will last as long as the building.
liberal terms. Inquire of E. B.
FOR SALE
Everbearing and Black Cap rare First Sa ngs Bank and T rustPatten,
Co.
raspberry, gooseberry, grape and rhu- Friri
- nicem . ,nomes in
Rll IJ n ... .u11 0
barb plants; Hay strain R. I. Reds. Tom
Barrow White Leghorn eggs. 15 for $1.
University Heights; five-rooSpanish
Cherry Blossom Ranch 209 East Trum-bu- l, type adobe, new and modern throughout;
large porches, hot water heat, basement.
phone 1032-V- ,,
anrnge. hardwood flnni., !,.,...
1.
THE BANK liae given us notice tg furnished. Bee owner. 117 Sooth nirsrd
move; going out of business; everything must be sold; photographic equipFOR SALE Real EntateT
ment, furnltorc,
runs, stoves, tables,
chairs, adding machine show case, etc. FOR BALE Fine corner lot,
ressonabie
The Barnum itudlo, !im West Central
Phone 1852-USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seal FOR SALE One or two lots In Univerdressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
sity Heights. Phone 14r,4-.T- .
Valspar Enamels on automobiles. FOR SALE Nine acres good land, under
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
ditch, half In alfalfa, half mile from
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- street
per acre. Phone Owner.
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- "ll-K- l, car,or $22r,
318.
er Co.. 408 West Central, phona 1067-FOR SALE 100 feet, frmtln.? silver
avenue, by 133 feet, fronting Highland
"FOR SATE Livestock
Park; level, on grade and fine vUw
FOR SALE
Phone cheap; on easy terms. J. A. Hammond.
Fat corn-fe- d
hog.
2409-r- j.
Kast silver.
FOK BALK Two
1, young milk FUR SALE
Have an equity of $6,000 ill
cows. Phone 207.
e
a beautiful
home Its,
FOR SALE
Milk
con
and heifers. Improved, and situated 1C mil partly
from
Son Diego. In a high class suburban disPhone 240D-Rtrict, to exchange for modern bungalow
FOR SALE Bucks and does; also fryIn Albuquerque.
J. U Dorr, 102$ New
ing rabbits. 710 West Lead.
York.
Phone 1444-FOR SALE
Rabbit hutches and three
rabbits, cheap. Csll 411 East Sliver.
FOR SALE
Rabbits, all colors, ages and
prices. Rainbow Rabbltry. 1205 North
r
Sixth, phone 1638-One extra good pair of
FOR SALE
mare mules; raised here. J
TK-- "

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Prartloe Limited to
GFNITO - IKINAKY lISEAKF?

Houses

biuk house,
Phon 9ini.r,.

FOR

FOR RENT

us.

WITH US.
We Get and Give Results.

Highly i)n)iovcrl ranch
pity; miiKt be snUl in thirty
days. I'lionn 2412-.IJ. A. OLEASXKIt, City

TREES

WILL PAY YOU
8
amounts from $2 000

INSURE

FOR SALE

V.

Phone

CASH PRICES for used cars, any condition. Mcintosh Auto I'o.. lilt WmI

! Ft--

A

FRUIT
151--

AUTOMOBILES,
city

$10.00 Per Load

Let's

FOLKS DO BOAST
About the flu. If you want to
boast about the real trouble in
Allnnuertiuo Just drive to University Heights and see the activities in home building, then
you will say: "Yes, I've got
Heightitis." yell my home so I
can get to the city's Heights,
or I believe I've mnde, a good
investment In a Heights lot.
Sure your Investment is good.
Ask those who have invested
there. Watch the investments
of today one year hence.
The easy payment plan makes
It easy to
secure that new
home.
We Are At Your Service.
Let's drive you over the addition today.
General Agents and .Main Offtoo
nt Second Street nnd Gold Ave.
Phones 810 or 8!!.

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES,

is doing

Loan.

to

RENT DESIRABLE
HOMES DAILY
Wanted:
A furnished
house
near the University today.
BRANIs NEW ADOBE HOME
IN
INIYIHSITY HEIGHTS.
Nicely located, facing east, five
rooms, bath, Areola heat, garage and priced reasonable if
sold very soon. Owner has other
avenues for his money and will
sell right. Immediate

.g
FURNISHED

brick

S.U.I':.
This home will ho Just as Rood
In 20 years from now. It's genuine throughout. Remember we
pride ourselves on satisfied customers. This home has four
in
rooms,
glassed
sleeping
porch, front and hark porches
screened, bath, plenty closets,
maplo floors all tlirnnirh, nice
kitchen, cupboards, gas, linoleum, range, etc. Included. It's
a real good home on a nicely
located lot, lowlands, south
front, sidewalks, lawn, garage,
price only $5,500. Terms. Owner leaves city.

Five-roo-

HERE

once, price cut to only
A. C.
Good terms. See this
Rofil Estate and Insurance.
today.
319 West Gold.
Phono ICS.
Beautiful modern, six rooms and
bath, hardwood flooring, etc.,
FOR SALE.
50x150. Near Luna boulevard
and New York avenue. Price
Twenty-acre- ,
highly improved
cut to $4,750. Good terms.
These are Bargains. Investigate. ranch; 400 fruit trees. J00 trrane
nil
vines,
bearing; closa in. Price
JOSEPH COLLI Hit,
Terma.
Good 1st Mortgages. 207 Gold avo.
Harbor Ilullt Hornsea.
J. L.

It

FRANKLIN

n

Man, between
and r0 years
do common cooking for two
men and do chores around
p!:.oe; steady
Job for right man.
state Ll.xi Trading
Company, Lupton, Arizona.
WANTED Man with family or two men
to milk and core for thirty-fiv- e
to
forty-fiv- e
cor.'s; house free: mutt five
reference; 1101 per month each. C M
La Prade, Winslow, Ariz.
Female.
WANTED Girl for' general housewoik.
106 North Twelfth.
WANTED tiirl 'or general housework; FOR
SALE Poultry-Egjr- s
good pay.
Apply at SOS West Oold.
WANTED Experienced girl or woman FOK HALE Huff Orpington eggs. SI per
for general huusewor ; good cook. 115
n.-'-i Boum iilgtr, pnone 2iril-f- t
North Elm.
l'Wl SALE .S. C. 11. irited setting eggs!
one
WANTED English-speakin- g
dollar
maid. Apper setting. Rhone 1S70-.T- .
ply housekeeper. Albuquerque Sanato- - 'Oil BALE Rhode Inland
esgs for hateh-lo"i"n: oo not pnone.
6 cents each.
1017 Pollth Walter.
WANTED A conk In a family of four; KOit feALE Ulaek
Minorca eggs, 1.2r a
good wages for a good cook.
IG a loo.
Apply
Fred Eakea, phone
Mrs, Weinman. 708 West Conner.
5419-JWANTED Woman to take charge of FOR KA I. E
Setting hen and It. 1. Red
house; family of four: middle aged
70S
eKercl.
South Arno,
phono
womanpreferreA 715 Eaet Silver.
WANTED Refined ml5Tll(wigVd woman NAVAJO KTltAI.V' H. C.
h,. 1. iteds.
to assist with housework. In exchange
i'kks lor natrn-inirHighland Poultry
for room and hoard: a nice home for the
fl
7J
South tlroadwa
Address
right person.
Journal.
FOR
H. I. Red hens, bttd to
nt Flutter's- Ranch, ons and one-l,aMhIk nriil rVninli'.
WANTED 'Ion and women for Arm- miles southwest of Ilnrelas hrldire.
strong's danelng classes; also private Hut KAI.B Rutting cirgs from Barred
Pocks and R. I. Reds, '.'nm tlu.rouKh-bre- d
instruetion. 207 14 West Gold.
chickens. 623 North Second, phona
Jfin.

FOR SALE

Realtors.

Estate, Fire and Auto

Insurance,
V. Gold

Five-roo-

-

Closing up an estate, we have
been authorized to sell about
five acres of land north of
town for practically
the price of land adjoining.
Price only $110.00 per acre.
This Is your cTiance, grasp It.
J, D. Keleher, Realtor.
211 West Gold.
Phono 410.

A. L. MARTIN CO.,

PROPERTY

$3,400.

41)

"'

INC.

Four
rooms,
glassed
sleeping
porch, hardwood floors. Areola
heating system. Owner leaving!
town. Priced to sell. Highlands.

-

FOR SALE

oro, in.

The Red Arrow (all over the West)
s
sudden service on Kodak
to people who demand quality. finishing
Work
In before n
. m. mailed tame rt.iv
...
Work in before fi tv m nuA nn
day. Address work to
TUB BED ARROW,
E. Lae Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In ro'JK
errltory.)

ROMA

BgWVICT.

LAND AT HALF PRICE,

modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rlze lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving; town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.

triad to show you.
ACKEHSOX & GRIFFITH, .
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
riione 727W.
115 S. Second.
120 S. Fourth.
Phono 414.
WEST

FtATUW

REAL HOME,
Why pay rent when you can

who will

flrrrinn'i

BY IWT'L

A

n

Bell. See.

1922

I I

& CO,

Realtors,
AXOttifk Pi:i;ssri
A I, .MOST
M AY, I 'lllt

WnT

''"

':':

'

1

SOME GOOD BUYS?
I'll
Say So! Come In and meet
sleeping porch, basement, furnace, walks, full size lot. Messrs. J. P. Gill, Chas. Namur
Close In on car line. Priced to and t E. Shelley, our salesmen,
b
Five-roo-

FOK

Central,

I

I

HffR

l

Needs money
loan yours?

rent

Roorm

( ME

I

'"

t-

the on in:
th at
HI SI.VKSS

Twelfth.
RENT Nice, clean front sleeping FOR SALE Davenport, two dres-ersbookcase, six
"in. jiiiwy ;ju rvortn Bixtn; gen
chnirs.
music
piano,
eahlnet. 61 West Roma.
lieintin prererren
FOR RENT Three furnished room, and FOIl SALE
Slightly used furniture, 600
per cent less than
sleeping porch, newly papered and
factory
none iBtn-- j.
prices; come and see for yourself. 325
South First.
FOR r'enT Sm7fSFtable
room,
sleeping
seven wli.ilows, outside
SALE New kitchen cabinet
entrance; very ICR
new gas plate and grare rug: willtable,
reasonable. Phone 14H4-sell
some cooking utensils and dishes.
cheap:
.
r.'nTi
PITYT .VlI
i'-corner room, 312 West Roma.
V
furnished for lightBunny
;
no
housekeeping
ftlr.tr
Kill U...IL m
FOIl F A I. E Furniture at factory prices
i, in r lilirtlT
which makes It cost less than econd
I' OR RENT
Front bed room, bath
hand
goods. Come and see for yourself.
furnace heat, private entrance; American
Furnltura Co.. 223 Kouii,
In new home.
7:! West Lead.
onrt.
FOR RENT Mice .
rooms for house! FOR SALE
Dining room and . rocking
oo sleeping; (inner new
t.
"rri"" 131
.....
Chfllra . nun, trl,nh.
..vi
..v,,
V, North Third.
lauio,
hew gas plate and grass tniiuiui,
rug; will sell
FOR RENT Clean, sunny, niry room, cheap; some
utensils and dishes.
cooking
private entrance; employed party preferred, 204 North Walter
FOR SALE New furniture, consisting of
FOR RENT Nice large room. we(l
in on rug,
tins nea room sot, player
.
irnllr,furnace heat; also small room, ntfino
.......- h..,lf,.l
IWO
Hcau.i.ui ,,11
book cases, gas stova. Rudd panning,
in nam. J 03 Month Arno.
water heater.
FOIl RENT Front furnished room,
Kttcnen
wHMiuog macnine.
etc.;
table,
also beautiful hnnc-ilnuru
bath, private entrance,
15;
North Fifth.
neconn.
"
"
'
""!
IMI'ERTAI, ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rotes by flay or week. Over Psstlme For Rent-Room- s
with Board
west
tun
ROOM AND BOARD.
611 South Broad- Et.OIN HOTEISIeenln
room. .n
T'ay.
housekeeping apsriments. by th day FOR RENT Roomi s
with board. 218
week or month.
R0?u; West Central,
South ? oadway.
FOR RENT Two unfumlshorl
rnom. BOARD AND ROOM, private
bath, sleeping porch, steam heat,
r monin. sua Noutn Arno. family, $10
102S North Fifth.
range; reasonable.
ROOM AND BOARD
All new beds. 612
winHiwuHTH
Newly furnished, nice,
noutn Hrosdway, phone 1A71-clean rooms arri 'housekeeping apartCANVAS
ments, hy day, week or month.
sleeping porch, with board,
1!
Booth Third.
per wecit. jzuy n;ast central.
BOARD, gentleman picfer- FOR
Three nTel furnished ROOM AND
u ana
reu,
up; no tlclc 1027
housekeeping rooms, clean and comfortable, ground floor, close In; no tick.
SOS
West Iron.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
rooms,
with board. 413
MAN EMPLOYED, will share room and
Bouth Broadway,
1909-R- .
porch with congenial partner; no ob- phone
jection to henlthseeker If not bed pa- ROOM AND BOARD,
south glassed-i- n
tient, 13.50 per month. 21! North High.
porch, adjoining bath: also sarara.
FOR RENT Strictly high class room. 16.16 East Central.
north, enst and south- exposure, south- FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
east sleeping porch, private home, best
board, on first floor, suitable for two
410 west Gold.
residential district; gentleman preferred; gentlemen.
ro sick. Call 070.
FOR RENT Double Bleeping rorch, large
meals, cheerful
' Dea room, excellent
WATiTfED-P-Positi- on
surroundings; best location; reasonable.
V ANTED
Housework by the "day. Phone 1422-MRS. REED ha
Phon 1H4S.
moved to JM ttouih
.Broadway and haa lovely rooms and
WANTED Job as chaffeur or porter.
sleeping porches with board for
II.1IIW it
eseents. Phone 626.
WANTED
Stenogrnphlo and clerical ROOM and Bleeping
work.
porch, with good
Call lssa-w- .
,1, iii.iitvii,
v.h.u.
in,aioIn llioilv, lut
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone nace
best
heat
location
highlands;
ia4ft-M- ,
after 8 p. m.
rates reasnnaoie. Apply 124 norm
WANTED Housework or chamberwork, Maple, phone 8392-half days. 1306 South Walter.
M1RAMONTKS-ON-THK-ME8FOR HOUSE CLEANING", floor waslng. A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
lawn work, call J. W. Lwe. .'4S0-convalescents ; graduate nurse In at
tendance:
rates
week
the
or month,
by
WANTED Washing and ironing by the
rail 1400-Jday Call nfter 5:3 p. tn. Thons 170S-NEWLY
FURNISHED ROOMS,
with
WANTED Housework, cooking, taking
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
care of convalescent, by first of April, firat-clasa
dining rooms, with best of
nw employed.
C. C. J., care Journal.
Mrs. Hlgglns, 222
home
Kast
WANTED Position sn awyer. band or Central,cooking.
Occidental Building.
circular. Address D. P. Jones. SI 014 RESERVATIONS
now
be
had
may
at St.
BjoithElPaso street. El Paso, Teas.
John'a Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
WANTED Work by fireman; good
117.60 to 123 per week; Includes private
and good hand around machin- room with Bleeping porch, connected to
Address A. C. A., care Journal.
ery.
bath and toilet; medlcnl care, medlclnea.
WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and general nursing; excellent meals, tray
extras. All rooms have ateam
service:
WILLIAMS A ZANO. heat hotnoand
keep bonka.
cold running water. Hey.
room
, Mellnl
building. Phone 701-W. H. Zlexler, Superintendent.
Phone
WANTED Permanent nursing position. 491.
In private family; will go out of town:
experienced. Address L M. W care
FOR RENT Ranches

.RENToflric

I

t-

1

FOR

FOR

WHW ARC
VOOCONNA.OO
VlTH THEM?

I

309 W. Gold Ave. Phone 670.
ilKN, for firemen, brakemell. beginners
MT.0. liter ?;;,0.
.Hallway, care Journal.
first-clas- s
WA.MhU one
machinist.
Ask for C. O. Hreoce,
210
and Lumber Company. McKlnlcy Land
MONEY MAKER,
EM PI.O vFk.NT OFFICH Man for
dally
ranch anil handy with carpenter toola
Right In town, on North Third;
354-w- .
H!Lfr"L!!2Lhl!liP,,nn,
five rooms and bath, comFOR RENT Room.
WAN TED Wide-awak- e
man, not afraid
furnished.
pletely
Garase,
to work, to clerk In grocery store;
shade trees, etc.; now rented
FOR HliXT-Ho- om.
516 West Copper. state experience:
permanent position to
for
In
order to sell
$55.00.
FOR KENT Two bed rooms.
HI) North right party. Address Grocer, care
at
Lovely furnished room. 12U
o winter.
FOR RENT Hooni, with sleeping porch.
u.t isnrin tttiitn.
FOR RENT
Light houscHeeplng rooms,
821 H West Central.
.
FURNISHED ronms bnth and telephone;
"i''K. 417 west silver.
FOR
Fu.nlshed
rooms.
21s
Smith Walter, phone 1 rifiT-- j.
FOR
Furnished room, board If
41U Kast 'Vntrnl.
uonirou.
FOIl RENT Furnistiea ruim. with fur-nahem: 307 South' Walter.
FOR RENT I.aiso unfurnished room
new.
24 South Eillth.
FOR RENT Rnnm, hot and cold water,
neat. ku west Tneras.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light house- west iron: no i rk.
" ij'm,;.
ROOM and sleevInK
porch, adjoining
i,
..ir, numn f.uirn. Tnnnn l dn- I
i'ou Kl'.-NFurnlshetl room, strictly
907 Booth Thitrl
n.'.nprn. witn lns.
FCll RENT Furnished bed room,
e
heat. Thone 2Q42-05 North
cixin.
FR RENT Neally furnished sleeping
cioae in, steam neat. 317 South
Thlnl.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
adjoiningbath; no sick. 710 East
entrai
FR REN'." Furnished light housekeep- ,,M.,r, lor ia.i.y, iiu per month, 405

t.j I i

"

Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.
W. Gold.
Phone 907--

Foil RENT

uiviH

oo

heights.

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
We have some very desirable
lots In all parts of the city and
will be glad to show you any
time.
We have two corner lots In
University Heights that are a
bargain.
D. T. KINGSBURY

v. j.

jT

Located on east front corner
lot, live rooms, electric lUhta
find a dandv for the money.
Price only $1,400. with the
small rush payment ot $300 and
the balance like rent.
CLOSE IX. IN THE
HIGHLANDS.
Good adobe house, five rooms,
elcepins porch, modern, screened front and hack porch, completely furnished, arranged for
two families and is in extra
pood condition, east front, full
and
size lot, rood
tan be bought at a bargain
terms.
with good
A KFF.X HOME.
Located in a very fine restricted district on East Silver avenue, which will soon be the
finest street in Albuquerque.
This Is one of the most complete homes In the city and
five well arranged
contains
rooms, two wonderful sleeping
fine bath rooms,
two
porches,
basement
an Ideal kitchen,
with good heating plant, a large
attic for storage, good fireplace, extra large front porch,
screened back porch, garage
This house
and
is one of the best constructed
homes In the city and a look
will convince you. If you are
Interested In a good home call
us at once for an appointment

-K

the
International
News Servira. '
ri- -.
4J
tT

1

FEEL
NOW. S.HE
AN"YTHIrii

Page Seven.

at 115 South Second St. 35ia ft. front,
Tile floor, modern, desirable.
See W. C. OESTREICH

rage Eight.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

CONSIDERING THE
MARKET
Inter
the

"VYe

are n"t even offering

a

kii

le

E

AND

FUNERALS

Henry Kelly, who died
here, Thursday evening will be
to
his
homo in Torington,
shipped
Wyoming, on No. 2 this afternoon,
'accompanied by his wife, Mrs. M.
C. Kelly.
The body will lie in
siato at Blakemoro's chapel from
S a. m. until 12 noon
today.

Pr.

WHITE Frank White died- - at
liis residence on East Copper last
of St. Louis, night, ago 44 years. His wife and

A. L. Shelton

M. Christian church medical
arv in Thibet, who was

mission

two children

fvj

!

tr

were with him and

"
.

reported:"'"
'"'

K

i

mt
7

i

j

"SALVAGE"

Topics of the Day.
Comedy

ng

Navajo

WEEK PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY

Blankets

ANNOUNCED

ROTNMAN'S

ts

Try-ou-

"

"

j

"l

!
-

"

-

i

(By The Associated Tress.)

IN- -

Described as the American "Three Musketeers."

Cardinal O'Con-nel- l, liam Lawrence.
Rome March
archiblshop of Boston, tn.ay
celebrated low mass in the Ameri- Story by H. H.
can church of Saint Susanna before
300 Americans, after which he delivered a short address in which he
alluded to the change which occurred in the last fifty years in the
viev point
about the
American
papacy, due especially to the wisdom of Pope Leo XIII, the holiness
of Pius X and Benedict's impar
during the war.
tiality
' Some say that
lsurope neeas
America," continued the cardinal.
"but as an American I can state
that America needs Romo and i
separate
Europe, as she cannot
herself from the past, and Europe IV !'.9"
is the past and Rome is the center
of modern civilization.
"In America we always respect
one another's religion. Thus I do
not understand why Httlo Ameri
can Methodists collect money in
the United States trying to pur
chase the souls of little Italians,
who have had their religion for
1,000 years."
Bpearlng sword fish is a sport In
Nova Scotia waters.

a

FOR RENT
Next
Floor Office.
Journal Office.
IN'QUIKE JOLttNAIi.

Ground

to

THE KING ELECTRIC

(By The AFsnrinted Tress.)

SHOE SHOP

a.

Free call and delivery. Auto
hand-mad-

tops $15 and up;
work shoes $5.00.
Phone
1)05 S. Second.

984--

"Her Mad Bargain"
ADDED ATTRACTION:

Money to Loan

Two-Pa-

on Albus
business
querque
and residence property.
National Life Insurance Company of tho Southwest.

first mortgages

On

first-clas-

all-st-

FOR RENT
m

7th, at 607 South Walter

Tuesday,

Johnson Coal Co.
Phone

"CHRISTIE" Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

AUCTION SALE
March

$11.00
WHY?

000 N. First

rt

.11

li UA

Coal
Gallup Lump
A TON

Nicely furnished seven-roohouse, best location. Phone
MRS. CONNER, 2033--

SALE STAKTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Five rooms of AAmerican Walnut Furniture to fro to
the highest bidder for cash. Noto the following articles to bo
sold: Hedroom Suite in American Walnut, consisting of
Bed, Dresser, Dressing Table, Springs and Mattresses.
It is l. Dining Koom Suite in American Walnut, consisting
of Dining Table, Ruffet and four Chairs, same
as new; Living
Room Suite upholstered in Tapestry, and Mahogany Library
Table. Phonograph, Base Burner. Wilton Rugs, Axminster
Rug, Oak Dresser, Bed Springs and Mattress. Kitchen Cabinet. Dishes, Cooking Utensils, Oil Cook Stove, Oil Heater and
many other articles not mentioned.
Now. if it is furniture you want, you cannot afford to
miss this sale, for these goods aro all like new and never used
by sick. The more you aee this furniture the better you will
like it. This is' furniture that will appeal to the most discriminating persons. Don't miss this sale, be on hand promptly. Now, folks, don't weaken.

388--

-l

THE IMPERIAL

four-post-

LAUNDRY CO.

ELMSHOTEL

"ITfE

LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

out private bath,

Transient rate

ti

to $10 week

$1.50

single;

double.
With bath $2.60 single
double $3.00.
$2.00

449.

anu

J.

lil.
COM

Swastika, Galisip

MUSICAL

COAL

WISEMAN'S

ARE

YOU

ORE

OF

THESE ?

Hahn Coal Company

W A N T E

CITY'

rhone

Phone 91

l..,KCTnil MOB SHOP
3l: South hrtood,
Frr Call (nil Delivery.
1hl--

C. H. COXNErt,
i

Stern

Osteopathic
UWs.

Tel.

M. T). I). O.

Specially,
2033-W- .
701-J,

We

"1

pay good
arms sucn asprices
Riflcs(i. Shot
Must be in
duns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 Kouili l irst Street
-l

tai n R

HEW STATE
PHONE 35

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

II

Taos

'

H

!

DAILY STAGE
To Albuquerque (Read tip)
Albuquerqu
...Arrive . 7:00 p.m
Santa Fe
Leave . 4:00 p.m
Santa Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m
Arrive . 11:15 a.m
Espanola
Taos
Leave . 7:30 a.m

To Taog (Read Down)
Leavs ,., 7:30 a.m...
Arrive ,. 10:30 a.m
12:30 p.m
Leave
Arrive , 2:00 p.m
Arrive ... 6:00 p.m

Fare

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cijrar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Centrah Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,

If

Phone 222.

it

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING

and range coals Anthracite, Gallup and Cerrillos.
Also nicest wood and kindling.

Auctioneer

REVUE
C

e

$16.75

L. GOBER,

ALL SIZES, BEST PRICES

Let Us Send a Man

-7

er

A--

Finest rooms In the state
cold
steam
hot and
heat,
water all outside rooms.
or
with
Weekly rates, with

Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Dyelns,
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
cleaned
latest
process.
by

COOD

M,

;

it

30 Days.

p Sugarite,

U p.

ANITA STEWART

e

Now Is the Time

PHONE 471.

Of

TO

year of life for an artist's model
Money to buy everything: she wanted
But in the eleventh month she found Jove
and knew the twelfth was 'to be her last!

To havo those cotton bearing
trees trimmed. Expert trimming done.
PHONE 1355--

Fail-vie-

SIC

1

IN

9x12 Rugs, $1.25.

and

CONTINUOUS

She Sold Her Life For $50,000

CLEANED

148

REGULAR PRICES.

VBlfi

J.

Phones

J. Franz.

OF THE JUKI

A

Manila. March 5. General
formerly Japanese minister
of war, arrived hero today aboard
the liner Empire State, to pay a
courtesy visit, to Gov. Gen. Leonard
Wood. General Tanika and his
party will be guests pf tho Philippine government for the two weeks
of their stay.
The visit of the Japanese Is in
return for the one made to Japan
by General Wood when he was
to tho Philippines.

For Next

Directed by Joseph

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

LAST TIME TODAY

MINISTER OF
JAPAN IS AT MANILA

RUGS

Wil-

"CURREHT EUEfJTS"

Guldo Glomi defeated Naranjo
one up in nineteen holes in the
finals of the Itosenwald golf cup
trophy which were played yesterday afternoon at tho Country club
course. Due to tho high wind the
semi-finround was not played
yesterday morning, Divine defaultto
and Reeser defaultNaranjo
ing
ing to Ciiomi.
Uiomi is the eighth man to win
the cup, the permanent possession
of which will bo decided in a tournament starting Sunday in which
the eight players whose names appear on the trophy will be

R

Van Loan.

"MIRACLES

GUID0 GI0MI WINNER
OF R0SENWALD GOLF
TOURNAMENT TROPHY

EX-WA-

1-

5

Signorina Eurblglio.
Leadinir artists of Italy have oro.
claimed the rosebud lips of Signorina Eurbiglio of Rome the meat
beautiful in the world. Thev eav
her style of pulchritude resembles
the style sung into fame by the
poet itosseui. one is Known as
one of the prettiest women in Euhas been
rope and her beauty
praised by painters and sculptors
all over the world,

.T

L

Metro Presents

mond, Rosemary Theby, Virginia Brown Faire, and

D

,

i

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

....v

ls

j

LAST TIME TODAY

CARDINAL 0'CONNF.LL
..!.
TI xvmsnoo w. R...1 Aft
-J
wiiu
io see I'lwaniea
lire,
CELEBRATES MASS FyK but who had to shake t.jvvar,
hands with death in the orocess.
AMERICANS IN RUMb! Enacted by a cast of notables, including William Des

:

1

Theaters Today

TFTii F

W

Pri"0

The Asuoelntei'

v.

'

life-lon- g

Pauline Frederick

LOCAL ITEMS

v

Spoke Sunday

er

f

Also "FOX NEWS"
And Harold Lloyd in

(II.T

it J

5 (by the
Washington, Mai
Associated Press). Resignation of
Fred K. Nielsen, solicitor of the
department of state, will be announced shortly after the return
of Secretary Hughes from a vacation in Bermuda, it was learned today. Mr. Nielsen was named to ! s
by
present office in June 1920,
President Wilson. The anpoint-men- t
was largely in recognition of
efficient work at P: ris in 1919.
where Mr. Nielsen, then assistant
solicitor of the department, was an
at the
American representative
peace conference and expert legal
adviser in matters relating to the
govtreaties, claims against enemy
ernments and protection of property In enemy countries.
Mr. Neilsen was born in De
mark in 1 879 and was appointed
an nttorney in tho law department
of the department of state Julyserv-25,
1904, from Nobra; a. Aflei
of the land
ing as a special agent
office from 1909 to 1911, Mr. Nielsen was named assistant solicitor,
of the department of sUte in 1913.
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Holly. Colo.
Wrong
j: yesterday to have murdered 1y
"""b
BBW? bandits near L'ntang on February
17, is well Itnown in Aii)Uiuerque
and his sister, Miss Shelton has! ELLIS Leo IL Ellis died at a
lived here for some timo making local hospital lust night, aged 37
years. His wife was hero with him
her home at the Casa de Orn.
friend and Will take l ne remains to jrasa.
James Ogden,
with Dr. Shelton for dena. Calif. Strong Hrotherj are
and
LET'S GO
TO DA Y
seventeen years in Asiatic mission- in charge.
ary work, spoke at the Christianat
mammm
GARCIA Pascualita J.
church hero February 26 and
'mm
win
the time mentioned tho perilous
aged 75 years, died last nlRht
nan
on South Third
journey which Dr. Shelton Thibet nt ,cr homo
of
entcrlor
started into the
(rRet after a short illness. She
which Is closed to missionaries
survived by two sons. Funeral
but which Dr. Shelton was visiting nrrancoments will bo announced
at the request of the dalai Lama, Ijjy Garcia & Sons, who are in
With MILTON SILLS In
the supremo power of the Buddhist cjlarge,
church In tho province, who desired
him to establish a hospital at
jtOYA The funeral of Mrs.
Lhassa, as a compliment for 'the OcreliA Moya, wha died
anions
had
done
work Dr. Shelton
morntng at her resldenco at Ala-th- e
Thibetan soldiers during the meda, was held yesterday after-wa- r.
noon at 2 o'clock from tho family
A Story of Mother Love.
New of Dr. Shclton's death came residence. Burial was at San
a
when
cablegram was!)llS cemetery- Crollott was In
received bv the United Christian .. iinrIrP.
society at St. Louis trom J.'r. vv . ai
Rip-RoariROYBAL Funeral of Baudilio
Hardy, also a medical missionary
in China. The local Christian
Tlnyhal, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
KEGl'LAlt ADMISSION PRICKS.
sunnorts one child contin Baudilio Koybal, who died
nt their home. 1408 Vir- hospital
ually in the Buddhist
where Dr. Shelton has been ln ginia boulevard, was held yester
nome or
charge.
day afternoon irom tne
1424
South
the grandparents,
Third street, to the Sacred Heart
church, where services were held.
Burial was at Santa Barbara
Coal Supply Co. Plmn- - 4 and B.
cemetery. Crollott was in charge.
Mineral Lodro. No. 4, Knights of
ORTIZ The body of Manuel
INDIAN
Pythias, will meet at 8 o'clock to-be
Antonio Ortiz, who died last Wednight. Tho. rank of page will
AT
conferred.
nesday at his daughter's residence, 912 Cleveland avenue, lay
There are undelivered telesrai is
at Crollott's funeral
in stale
at the Western Vninn office for 11.
chapel yesterday afternoon from
V. Murray. C. G. Williams, 11. 11.
4
Tho body was
2
o'clock.
IS
to
flrahm.'Key Gomez and James J.
sent to Sehoyeta for burial. The
Jteed.
funeral was held this morning at
AT REDUCED PRICES
Fuctory wood, rMl truett load
9 o'clock from the residence to
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Monday Lecture, "Somo Com- tho Catholic church where high
Phone 91.
pounds of Carbon," John D. Clark, mass was said. Burial was in the
of Rio
convocation
Special
Ph. D.. 10 a. in., room 16. Chem- Seboyeta cemetery.
Grande chapter No. 4, 3t. A. M..
Medical examina
istry building.
this evening at 5 o'clock. Work
F.velyn
Funeral of Miss
tions for women students.
BARF.LA
It. A. deprei
in the F. M. and
Krisl.ie, M. D. 10 a. m.. women's odilia Barela, who died Monday
Supper will be served at the Mawomen
of
Meeting
morning at her parent's
Music and Jewelry Store gvmnasium.
sonic temple.
interested in Tennis. Miss device on North Fourth street,
Hiram Cudabac, who was oper.
from
in
917-charge;
McCormick
Katherine
St.
117
Phone
n(, i,eid this afternoon
First
t.
ated on for appendicitis at a local
where
12::j0p. m. room 28, Administra- t,e San Ignacio church
hospital, is reported to be rccov-iiiservices will be held. Burial will
tion building.
rapidly.
Tuesday Last ftsy on which be in Santa Barbara cemetery.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic
physipermission to take condition ex- Crollott Is in charge.
cian. N. T. Armrjo Bldfc'.. phone 741
aminations may be secured.
Mrs. F. B. Appleby is ill at her I
!
The funeral of FelM ONTO Y A
of members of Lowell society
homo at 2U2 East Hazeldine avefor university team to debate with ipe- Montoya, who died Monday
nue.
team of the University of Southern morning at his residence in Berof nalillo, will be held this morning
California.
Under
auspices
Theater
yesterAlthough
REHEARSAL
FIRST
Lowell Literary foeiety.
fieor at 9 o'clock from the family resday was a blustery, bad day, yet Hryan, secretary.
In charge of man- - idence to the Bernalillo Catholic
OF DREAMLAND TO
the picture, "Fightin" Mad." with
church where high mass will be
agemrnt, 4 p. in.. Bndey hall.
as
the
Desmond
William
leading
BE HELD TONIGHT star, drew out big crowds nt each
Wednesday latest day for re-- I said. Burial will be in Bernalillo
porting to instructors under whom cemetery. Crollott is in charge.
show. The side attractions. "Mir- examinations
for removal of
100
least
at
peris
said
of
that
and
the
acles
the Jungle,"
It
Heraldo
MONTOYA
Montoya.
are desired. Medical exsons will attend the first rehearsal "Current Events" were also interson of Mr. and Mrs.
women students:
for
toniKht at the Y. M. C. A. at 7:30" esting. Tho entire program is be- aminations
died
yesterday
Evelyn Frlsbie, M. D., 10 a. m.. Alfredo Montoya.
o'clock of "A Night in Dreamland
ing repeated today for the last women's
Medical afternoon at their residence in
gymnasium.
the local talent musical extraia-Kanztime.
will be
M.
Funeral
N.
women
consultation
for
Domingo,
to be eriven soon under the
Lyric Theater Anita Stewart F.velvn Frisbie. M. D.. 2:30-- students;
tomorrow morning from the
3
t. m.. held
two stars,
in
auspices of Hush A. Carlisle Post and Walter
he
will
3IS',i West Central Avenue. Dental residence. Burial
American lesion. A large number ore at tho Lyric again today as examinations
is in
cemetery.
mingo
(la.st
opportunity).
Mad
in
of high school students will apthe leading stars
"Her
Charles K. Filer, D. IV, 3 p. m.. charge.
rethe
the
in
being
pear
Bargain,"
production.
picture
room HI. Chemistry building.
Y.
The entertainment is making a peated today for the last time: XV. C. A.
for
JOYCE Funeral services
meeting. Miss Mary Sands
direct appeal to tho students, a also repeating the "Movie Mad" in
rr
Walter Joyce will be held at 10
5
Hokona.
m..
p.
charge.
two-recomand
Christie
it will contain many athletic
from French's
picture, a
Mee'ing of student chapter, Ameri- o'clock this morning A.
lancing features. A general invi- edy.
Cooper ofAssociation of Engineers: Ver- - chapel, Itev. Hugh
The great can
Pastime Theater
tation was issued to high school
in
Burial
In ctiarge; 7:30 p. m.. ficiating.
non
Wiiflev
Ftudents to attend the rehearsal Pauline Frederick, assisted by an room f,
Tho following will be
cemetery.
Hndiey ball.
The Ladies auxiliary of
cast, is being repeated totonight.
Lester Cooper, Hugh
Latest day on which pallbearers:
Thursday
In
also
repeatthe American legion will
day
"Salvage:"
Instructors may report to thecom- - Cooper, Harold Onler. Martin
in the production.
ing the "Fox News" pictures, and Imittee on schedule
Frank Shufflebarger,
and curriculum. Byersmlth,
Many university students havo the Harold Lloyd comedy.
the examinations which they have H. A. Cudabac.
already signified their intension of
to
cards
permit
give.
appearing in the dancing numbers, YOUNG JIM FLYNN
UTLY
Funeral services for
Friday-- University assembly, 11
of which there are 18, many being
Mrs. T. C. Utly will bo held this
a.
m..
hall.
Itodev
of the latest cut and pattern.
2:30 from French's
at
Fxaminations for the afternoon
TO BOX BATTLING
Saturday
are
Among the dance, numbers
removal of conditions.
chapel. Rev. C. C. Higbee will of"Dance of the Hawaiian?, " "The
DRYDENAT BELEN
ficiate. Burial in Fairvicw
Moonlight Dance." the "Ballot of
the French Dolls." and tho "Dane?
IS
BY
DROUTH
BROKEN
Young Jim Flynn. local welterof the Japanese Maidens."
The remains of
SCHRADER
weight, has been matched to meet
HEAVY FALL OF SNOW Edna
May Schrader were shipped
Battling Dryden, of Helen, in that
on train No. 9 yesterday morning
COUNTY AGENT WILL-TELcity Thursday evening in a
I
f orresponrii-nc-N". to The Journal.) to San
Francisco, accompanied by
The bout was ar- (Siierl
match.
5.
Mountainair.
March
M.,
POULTRY MEN
C. T. French was in
the
parents.
ranged yesterday with Dan PadiUa, The drouth which began last sumcharge.
ABOUT VACCINATION who did business with the Belen
mer
been
broken
has
a
heavy
by
promoters for Flytiu. Flynn will fall of snow. It averaged
twelve
HARDIN E. T. Hardin, 33.
bo outweighed by several inches
on the level, while in died near Whitcomb Springs SunVaccination of poultry an a pre- probably
deep
pounds.
x
drifts
were
the
feet
several
and roup
vention for chicken-poHe
A large number of locaj fans r.re places
day evening of pneumonia.
deep. Tho moisture will be of in- oa,me
will be discussed by County Agent
to Albuquerque 18 months
planning to go to Belen with Flynn estimable
to
as
alue
the
Lee Reynolds at tho regular meet- to
Ala.
farmers,
Ho
ago from Birmingham,
watch the scrap. Kid Lee and
ing of the Bernalillo County Poul- several other boxers who are in the ground has been put in excel- leaves a wifo here and other relacondition
lent
for
spring seeding. tives in Alabama. Ho was an
try association at the. Chamber of the city will make the trip.
Last year's bean crop amounted owner
Commerce parlors Tuesday evenot tho Ford driverless car.
C00 carloads in tho vicinto
8
about
at
o'clock.
ing
company. Ho was a Mason. The
The county agent recently vacci- PERCY L. HILL DIES
ity of Mountainair. About 425 car- body was taken to French's parlors.
loads have already beer, shipped, Funeral
nated several large flocks with thf
will be anIN NEWY0RK CITY with some fifty or sixty still in the nounced arrangements
new scrum and will describe the
later.
bean warehouses, and at least
.process and results to tho associae
to thirty-fiv- e
carloads
tion members.
McMILLKN The body of Mrs.
Word was received yesterday twe..ty-fivyet in tho hands of the growers on A. T. McMillen was sent to Van
Both chicken pox and roup are by Albuquerque
anrelatives
the
farms.
contagious, the latter being prev- nouncing the death of Percy L.
O., on train No. 2 Sunday
The price of beans has been ft Wert,
alent in this vicinity. It has pre- Hill
C. T. French was in
in Xeiv York cily on last
for burial.
better than 5 cents for the charge.
viously been pointed out by the Friday. Pneumonia was tho cause littletwo
weeks
or
last
more, ohe farmer
county agent that the vaccine is of death.
a cure us well as a preventative.
Jlr. Hill spent some six months claiming to have realized $5.33 per
We delivev any stze any
The treatment is said to bo quite In this city two years ago. He 100 net. With a good crop the
was a printer by trade and the coming season tho farmers will be where. Henry Transfer Co,
inexpensive.
Inventor of what is known as the fairly well fixed, as the expense of Phone 939.
crop will be less than
"black and w'hite process" for growing tho three-yeaUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
r
tho
period past.
making more legible tho identi- during
snow has brought the Bmiles
DOINGS
fying letter on the matrices of Tho
to
tho
of
faces
all
the
farmers and
linotype machines.
The invention of Mr. Hill at- business men.
A prominent Albuquerquean
has
To replace that broken window
selected four sites, two facing on tracted great attention among
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Girard avenue and two facing on printers all over the United States NEW FURNITURE FOR
Phone 421. 423 North First.
Columbia avenue, on which be is because of tho relief it brought to
EDDY CO. COURT ROOM
who suffer
operators
planning to erect four California linotype
type brick bungalows for. selling from ej-- in strain due to the dif7-- JEWE
Lreading the ordinary (Special Cnrrwpondrnr to The Journal. I
purposes and holies to have them ficulty
Carlsbad, N. M.. March 5 Court
completed by the fifteenth of May. matrices.
Only a week ago Mr. Hill suc- will open here Monday morning In
Several resales of lots were made
Elgin watches In twenty- last week which netted the original ceeded in installing his process on the court room, the interior of
the machines in the government which has been completely refur- year open faco
owners handsome profits.
If all the suburban home owntrs printing ofice at Washington and nished. The furniture consists ot cases
living on the Heights
plant as wrote Albuquerque friends con- twelve chairs with cushions for the
much garden as they are planning cerning his high hopes for its jurors, new rostrum
and upholfood prices in that line will be be- general use in printing offices.
stered chair for the Judge, a big 2 15
S. 2nd
Three sisters living in Albutable for the attorneys,
low normal next summer.
querque survive Mr. Hill. They desk for the clork and a number of
In are Mrs. Edith S. Leonard, Mrs. chairs for the members of the bar
"SrJNSIIPVK
The
nut
W. A. Voyce and Miss Olive Hill. and others, while the witness box
DAINTY GIFT PACKAGES.
Lt'MP
vca
XUT
and chair will sit In its old accusshelled, Pinon nuts. I'annlc
$11.00
S. Spitz. 323 North Tenth street.
$10.50
tomed place but. surrounded by a
J0.5O
NOTICE.
GUY'S TIUNSFKIl
Telephone 802.
We will pay two cents each for railing and made very comfortable
LoniC Trips Solicited
our wire suit hangers returned to by the addition of a cushion for
the
furAll
hard
chair.
seated
Sc
the
Phono
Malone Taxi Transfer 153 us. IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
371, 321 S. Second St.
niture Is of golden or fumed oak,
and tho woodwork of the court
roon) has been redecorated In the
same finish. The benches for the
auditorium havo been varnished
and the cork covering Inside the
CO.
space set apart for the court has
There are thousands of householders who use no
been treated likewise. The
Snlts, Cleaned and Pressed. $1
other coal than ours because they are satisfied and
and refurniBhlng has given
Hats, Cleaned and Blocked. $1
Kddv county as fine a court room
happy in its use.
?0S Kplrbrr Avenur, Phone M8G-as will be found in the state, and
These customers have found that the quality of
the Judge's chamber has also heen
coal we sell is equaled only by the quality of servmade comfortable by the addition
of a desk ond chairs.
ice we give them. We sell the best of furnace, stove

PJ

SOLICITOR OF STATE
(MOST BEAUTIFUL
DEPARTMENT TO QUIT
LIPS IN WORLD
HERS, SAYS ITALY WHEN HUGHES RETURNS

SELLS Richard F. Sells, who
died in I.a9 Vegas yesterday, was
brought hero for burial on train
Sister of Dr. A. L. Shelton No. last night, accompanied by
wife, niakemore & Son are in
Is Resident of Albuquer- his
Funeral arrangements
charge.
be announced later.
will
que; James Ogclen, His

Take peaches for Instance Ihcro is the yellow freestone,
large halve?, nt 26e a can and the Melhas, which is the extra
large cling: halves at 20c; and sliced clings at HSc.
Remember, its one can or a hundred nt these prices. This
sale cnd3 tomorrow night. Every item has our guarantee.

508 WEST CENTRAL.

KELLY

IS

standard grade; nothing hut

WARD'S CASH STORE

DEATHS

THIBET KILLED:

tn
season, our
Today and what It is likely to he
prices on ranneit fruits would lie a splendid buy it you were
.sell
to
and
them
a merchant
again.
bought

firsts.

innini
110311111
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Service Unexcelled.
COAL SUTPLY AND LUMBER
4

Phones

-

-

HIGH SCHOOL AfiDITOniOM

GALLUP
The Best Domestic Coal.

Lot Our

;
-

TONIGHT

AW

TOMORROW

Tickets
COMPANY.

$1.50 and $1.008 p. m., Sharp.
Reserved Tickets at Matson'n

5

Trucks

Give You Service.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

